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1. COVID-19

Book

TIME OUT : GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES ON SPORT
AND THE COVID -19 LOCKDO WN
ed. by Jörg Krieger... [et al.]. Common Ground Research
Networks, 2021, 308 p.
In the edited collection "Time out: global perspectives on sport and the
Covid-19 lockdown", practitioners and international scholars explore the
impact of the global Covid-19 health pandemic on sport from a global
perspective. It is part of a two-volume Covid-19 and sport series that
tackles the effects of the global lockdown on sport during March and
April 2020, when restrictions were at their most severe and the human
toll at its peak in many countries. The twenty chapters provide a
comprehensive overview of the immediate consequences of the Covid19 lockdown on global sport from a variety of perspectives.
MA 29917

Book

TIME OUT : NATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON SPORT
AND THE COVID -19 LOCKDO WN
ed. by Jörg Krieger... [et al.]. Common Ground Research
Networks, 2021, 329 p.
In the edited collection "Time out: national perspectives on sport and the
Covid-19 lockdown", practitioners and international scholars explore the
impact of the global Covid-19 health pandemic on sport from various
local and national perspectives. It is part of a two-volume Covid-19 and
Sport series that tackles the effects of the global lockdown on sport
during March and April 2020, when restrictions were at their most severe
and the human toll at its peak in many countries. This book presents a
variety of interdisciplinary perspectives in a total of twenty-two individual
chapters, organized around four main themes.
MA 29918
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2 . T H E O LY M P I C G A M E S | L E S
J E U X O LY M P I Q U E S

2.1
FUTURE HOST ELECTIONS | ÉLECTION DES FUTURS
HÔTES

YOUR VISION FOR THE OLYMPIC GAMES : FUTURE
HOST QUESTIONNAIRE
International Olympic Committee, 2021, 36 p.
This document contains the questionnaire for cities / regions / countries
aspiring to host the Games of the Olympiad. During Targeted Dialogue,
the Preferred Host(s) are asked to respond to this streamlined summerspecific questionnaire and submit the relevant guarantees. The
Preferred Hosts are the Interested Party/ies identified by the IOC
Executive Board following Continuous Dialogue based on
recommendations from the Future Host Commissions to enter into a
Targeted Dialogue for a specific edition of the Games.

EXISTS ALSO IN FRENCH VERSION.
READ MORE

The Olympic Studies Centre
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OLYMPIC SUMMER GAMES | JEUX OLYMPIQUES D’ÉTÉ

THE SPORTS PICTOG RAMS OF THE OLYMPIC
SUMMER G AMES FRO M TOKYO 1964 TO TO KYO
2020
The Olympic Studies Centre, 2021, 37 p.
Essential for guiding visitors and used in many communication formats,
the sports pictograms receive considerable attention also owing to their
aesthetic qualities. For each edition of the Summer Games since Tokyo
1964, this document presents the sports pictograms through visuals and
information on the graphic designers and the creative concept.

EXISTS ALSO IN FRENCH VERSION.
READ MORE

2 . 2 . 1 PA R I S 2 0 2 4

Article

PROJECTING THE METROPOLIS:
PARIS 2024 AND THE (RE)SCALING OF
METRO POLITAN GOVERNANCE
Damien Geffroy... [et al.]. In: Cities, vol. 114, July 2021, 103189.
Paris' successful bid for the 2024 Summer Olympics arises in the midst
of a grand rethinking of the politics of regional and local development in
the Île-de-France region. Paris 2024 also emerges at a time when the
International Olympic Committee has introduced a series of reforms to
help recruit and motivate potential bid cities to consider how an Olympic
project might be integrated into existing patterns of urban development.
This exploratory research examines the blending of the Grand Paris
regional development project and the 2024 Olympic ambition.
Incorporating results from semi-structured interviews with seven key
informants who possess specialized knowledge and are involved with
governance mechanisms of the Île-de-France region and urban
megaevent development, the authors explore how the Paris 2024
Olympic Games are being leveraged to facilitate metropolitan
transformation.

The Olympic Studies Centre
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SÛRETÉ DES GRANDS ÉVÉNEMENTS SPORTIFS ET
DES JO PARIS 2024 :
MOBILITÉS, MENACES, DISPO SITIFS
OPÉRATIO NNELS
Stéphanie Fevet, Fabien Lacombe. VA Editions, 2020, 144 p.
Dans un contexte de menaces protéiformes dans nos sociétés
démocratiques, les États n’ont de cesse de repenser leur modèle de
protection des personnes et des biens. En raison d’un climat social
tendu, de divers actes de malveillance (sabotage, intrusions sur sites
sensibles, cyberattaques…) et de multiples attentats, la France s’oriente
davantage sur un partenariat de sécurité publique-privée en adaptant
ses défenses préventives et opérationnelles. Avec la multiplication des
grands É événements sportifs comme l’EURO de football de 2016, la
Coupe du monde de football féminin de juin 2019, le Championnat
d’Europe masculin de volley en septembre dernier… et en ligne de mire
la Coupe du Monde de rugby de 2023 et les JO Paris 2024, la France
tente de définir et mettre en place un concept singulier de coproduction
de sécurité. À quels risques et menaces les décideurs publics seront-ils
confrontés d’ici les JO de 2024 ? Quels moyens dédiés pourraient-ils
mettre en œuvre pour assurer la sûreté de cet événement hors-norme ?
Comment assurer la sécurité des mobilités des athlètes, des spectateurs
et des médias ? Comment allier au mieux surveillance humaine et
innovations technologiques dans un monde de plus en plus numérique ?
C’est à toutes ces questions que répond cet ouvrage.
MA 29873

Book

2024 : LES J EUX OLYMPIQ UES N’ONT PAS EU LIEU.
SUIVI DE, VINGT ET UNE THÈSES SUR LE SIÈCLE
DU SPORT
Marc Perelman. Editions du Détour, 2021, 189 p.
En 2024 auront lieu les Jeux Olympiques et paralympiques de Paris,
moment de joie, de paix, dans le respect des hommes et de la planète.
Marc Perelman déconstruit cette promesse miraculeuse et décrypte
l’idéologie autoritaire et cupide qui la sous-tend. La France se prépare à
accueillir les Jeux Olympiques en 2024. Ce sera un été de fête. Et pour
qu’il soit réussi, des milliers de travaux ont été engagés, des fonds
énormes ont été dédiés. Paris deviendra un parc olympique
écoresponsable et les Français seront « tous citoyens du sport ».Marc
Perelman propose à ceux qui sont mal à l’aise avec cette débauche de
moyens et d’enthousiasme de ne pas s’arrêter aux effets pervers d’un
système devenu gigantesque. Il faut interroger les valeurs qui sont ici à
l’œuvre au-delà des affichages, des valeurs qui sont très dangereuses.
L’auteur se base sur une lecture approfondie de la charte olympique,
des contrats qui lient le CIO à ses partenaires et de nombreux
documents officiels, les mettant à l’épreuve des faits de l’organisation de
Paris 2024. Non, l’olympisme n’est pas apolitique, n’est pas écologique,
ne fait pas œuvre sociale, n’agit pas pour la santé commune, ne
respecte pas les territoires qu’il occupe. Les Jeux n’ont comme horizon
que la croissance : plus de licenciés, plus de spectateurs, plus d’argent.
Et nous ne sommes pas obligés de leur dérouler le tapis rouge.
MA 29894
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2.2.2 TOKYO 2020

Article

HOW DO OLYMPIC CITIES STRATEGICALLY
LEVERAG E NEW URBAN TOURISM?
EVIDENCE FRO M TOKYO
Michael B. Duignan & Ilaria Pappalepore. In: Tourism
geographies, Ahead of print, 8 March 2021, pp. 1-25.
Olympic cities increasingly draw on new urban tourism (NUT) principles
as part of a host's strategic tourism development objectives. By doing so,
governments and event organisers seek to entangle visitors with local
urban, cultural and everyday life. Yet, empirical evidence generated
across previous Olympic cities illustrates how hosts often fail to
encourage such host–guest interactivity. This is a critical tourism
geography and consumption issue repeatedly identified across host city
contexts. To address the disconnect between inbound urban tourists and
host communities, Tokyo 2020 explicitly placed NUT objectives at the
heart of official bid and policy promises. On the basis of a 33-day
walking ethnography in Tokyo as well as 26 interviews and documentary
analysis, this work details a set of strategically planned and creative
NUT initiatives deployed by the public, private sector, and host
community in the lead up to the Tokyo 2020 Games.

Article

COVID- 19 AND HEAT ILLNESS IN TO KYO , JAPAN:
IMPLICATIONS FO R THE SUMMER O LYMPIC AND
PARALYMPIC G AMES IN 2021
Kazuki Shimizu…[et al.]. In: International journal of environmental
research and public health, vol. 18, no. 7, 2021, 3620, pp. 1-12.
The 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Summer Games in Tokyo were
postponed to July–September 2021 due to the coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) pandemic. While COVID-19 has emerged as a monumental
health threat for mass gathering events, heat illness must be
acknowledged as a potentially large health threat for maintaining health
services. The authors examined the number of COVID-19 admissions
and the Tokyo rule for emergency medical care, in Tokyo, from March to
September 2020, and investigated the weekly number of emergency
transportations due to heat illness and weekly averages of the daily
maximum Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT) in Tokyo in the
summer (2016–2020). According to them, without urgent
reconsiderations and sufficient countermeasures, the double burden of
COVID-19 and heat-related illnesses in Tokyo will overwhelm the
healthcare provision system, and maintaining essential health services
will be challenging during the 2021 summer Olympic and Paralympic
Games.

READ MORE

The Olympic Studies Centre
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MEDICINE AT MASS G ATHERING S:
CURRENT PROGRESS OF PREPAREDNESS OF
EMERG ENCY MEDICAL SERVICES AND DISASTER
MEDICAL RESPONSE DURING 2020 TO KYO
OLYMPIC AND PARALYMPIC GAMES FROM THE
PERSPECTIVE OF THE ACADEMIC CONSO RTIUM
(AC2020)
Naoto Morimura... [et al.] In: Acute medicine and surgery, vol. 8,
e626, February 2021, pp. 1-12.
Although a mass gathering event will place a significant burden on the
local health‐care system, it can provide the opportunity for long‐term
benefits of public health‐care and improvement of daily medical service
systems after the end of the event. The Academic Consortium on
Emergency Medical Services and Disaster Medical Response Plan
during the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games in 2020 (AC2020) was
launched 2016, consisting of 28 academic societies in Japan, it has
released statements based on assessments of medical risk and
publishing guidelines and manuals on its website. This paper outlines
the issues and countermeasures for emergency and disaster medical
care related to the holding of this big event, focusing on the activities of
the academic consortium. This article was published before the
Japanese parties' decision to not allow entry into Japan for overseas
spectators for the Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020 due to
the prevailing worldwide COVID-19 pandemic.

READ MORE

Article

TOKYO 2020 AND ITS POSTPONEMENT:
AN ECONO MIC PROG NOSIS
Andrew Zimbalist. In: Journal of Olympic studies, vol. 2, no. 1,
2021, pp. 15-28.
In this opinion article, Andrew Zimbalist, analyses the situation of the
Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games, the Tokyo Olympics, that will be
remembered historically as the first postponed Games, from the
perspective of economics. In this regard, Tokyo 2020 and the
coronavirus pandemic have introduced a new element of uncertainty and
expense into the economic cost-benefit analysis of hosting the Olympic
Games. The Olympics’ first postponed Games in Tokyo, then, will only
complicate the IOC’s task of finding economically and politically suitable
cities to host its future Games.

READ MORE

The Olympic Studies Centre
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THE PLAYBOO K ATHLETES AND OFFICIALS
[JAPANESE VERSION]:
YOUR G UIDE TO A SAFE AND SUCCESSFUL GAMES
International Olympic Committee, International Paralympic
Committee, Tokyo Organising Committee for the Olympic and
Paralympic Games, 2021, 32 p.
This playbook, dedicated to the athletes and officials, has been
developed jointly by the International Olympic Committee, the
International Paralympic Committee and the Tokyo 2020 Organising
Committee. It is the basis of the collective game plan to ensure that all
Olympic and Paralympic Games participants and the people of Tokyo
and Japan are safe and healthy this summer. It also outlines a typical
journey for athletes and officials, beginning with measures starting 14
days before arriving in Japan, testing before departure and upon arrival
in the country. The measures outlined in this first version of the playbook
will be gradually built on over the coming weeks, as and when
circumstances change and subsequent decisions are made. Updates
are expected by April and June, providing more details that will allow
people to progress to the next stage of planning.

EXISTS ALSO IN FRENCH, ENGLISH AND SPANISH
VERSION.
READ MORE

THE PLAYBOO K MARKETING PARTNERS:
YOUR G UIDE TO A SAFE AND SUCCESSFUL GAMES
International Olympic Committee, International Paralympic
Committee, Tokyo Organising Committee for the Olympic and
Paralympic Games, 2020, 32 p.
This playbook, dedicated to the marketing partners, has been developed
jointly by the International Olympic Committee, the International
Paralympic Committee and the Tokyo 2020 Organising Committee. It is
the basis of the collective game plan to ensure that all Olympic and
Paralympic Games participants and the people of Tokyo and Japan are
safe and healthy this summer. It also outlines a typical journey,
beginning with measures starting 14 days before arriving in Japan,
testing before departure and upon arrival in the country. The measures
outlined in this first version of the playbook will be gradually built on over
the coming weeks, as and when circumstances change and subsequent
decisions are made. Updates are expected by April and June, providing
more details that will allow people to progress to the next stage of
planning.

READ MORE

The Olympic Studies Centre
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THE PLAYBOO K OLYMPIC AND PARALYMPIC
FAMILY:
YOUR G UIDE TO A SAFE AND SUCCESSFUL GAMES
International Olympic Committee, International Paralympic
Committee, Tokyo Organising Committee for the Olympic and
Paralympic Games, 2020, 32 p.
This playbook, dedicated to the Olympic and Paralympic family, has
been developed jointly by the International Olympic Committee, the
International Paralympic Committee and the Tokyo 2020 Organising
Committee. It is the basis of the collective game plan to ensure that all
Olympic and Paralympic Games participants and the people of Tokyo
and Japan are safe and healthy this summer. It also outlines a typical
journey, beginning with measures starting 14 days before arriving in
Japan, testing before departure and upon arrival in the country. The
measures outlined in this first version of the playbook will be gradually
built on over the coming weeks, as and when circumstances change and
subsequent decisions are made. Updates are expected by April and
June, providing more details that will allow people to progress to the next
stage of planning.

READ MORE

2.2.3

RIO 2016

Article

TOURISTS’ EXPERIENCES OF MEG A -EVENT CITIES:
RIO’S OLYMPIC ‘DOUBLE BUBBLES’
Michael Duignan… [et al.]. In: Annals of leisure research, Ahead
of print, 8 April 2021.
Rio 2016 sought to connect Olympic-tourists with the city’s localCariocan community and culture. Yet the way mega-events are spatially
and regulatorily organized, alongside the behavioural tendencies of
Olympic-tourists, constrain such ambitions. Using Rio 2016 as a casestudy, the authors offer in-depth, qualitative insights through the lens of
35 individual Olympic-tourists to examine how and why these factors
determine behaviour, and thus experiences across host-environments.

Article

HOW BUSINESS LEGACY INFLUENCES
ORGANISING BODY LEGITIMACY IN THE DELIVERY
OF MEG A EVENTS:
THE DRIFT TO MYTH AT RIO 2016
Alessandro Merendino, David Bek, Jill Timms. In: Journal of
business research, vol. 129, May 2021, pp. 29-42.
The extent to which mega events, such as the Olympics and World
Expos, catalyse meaningful legacies is a contentious issue. Drawing
upon the legitimacy literature, this study investigates the gap between
planning and long-term delivery through a case study of the 2016 Rio
Olympic Games. Interviews with forty-three directors of Rio 2016 were
conducted between February-April 2016, in addition to the collection of
field notes and secondary data.

The Olympic Studies Centre
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RIO 2016 OLYMPIC GAMES FOURTH ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL EDITION: OLYMPIC STUDIES FORUM, 21 24 OCTO BER 2020: O LYMPIC STUDIES RESEARCH
GROUP, PONTIFICAL CATHO LIC UNIVERSITY OF
RIO GRANDE DO SUL (GPEO PUCRS), BRAZIL:
SUPPLEMENTARY ISSUE
Emilio Fernández-Peña. University of Alicante, 2021, 115 p.

Special issue

This special issue was published following the 2021 Olympic Studies
Forum, that was held the 21-24 October 2020 at the Pontifical Catholic
University of Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil) which brought together
academics and researchers from the Olympic themes. There were oral
presentations and conferences with the aim of preserving or recreating
the legacies of the Rio 2016 Olympic Games.

READ MORE
2.2.4

BEIJING 2008
CHANG E – RING RO ADS AND THE NEW BEIJING –
GREAT OLYMPICS
Jonathan Chatwin. In: Long peace street: a walk in modern
China, Manchester University Press, 2021, pp. 38-45.

Chapter

This chapter discusses the change witnessed in Beijing in the first two
decades of the twenty-first century, and the seemingly endless process
of destruction and rebuilding which has characterised the city’s
regeneration. It also discusses the 2008 Summer Olympics.

2.2.5

BARCELONA 1992 | BARCELONE 1992

Article

RETHINKING THE “BARCELONA MODEL”: MULTIPLE
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE CITY
Ana Maria Viera Fernandes, Maria Teresa Duarte Paes. In:
GEOUERJ, no. 38, 2021, pp. 1-21.
This paper analyzes the renewal that took place in Barcelona, Spain,
between the 1980’s and the 1990’s, when significant transformations
occurred in the city for the 1992 Summer Olympics, taking urbanism of
the “Barcelona Model” as a reference to reflect on the process of refunctionalization of tourism.

READ MORE
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2.2.6 MUNICH 1972

Article

THE 1972 MUNICH MASSACRE AND ISRAEL'S
COUNTRY IMAG E
Yoav Dubinsky and Lars Dzikus. In: Journal of Olympic studies,
vol. 2, no. 1, 2021, pp. 90–109.
The purpose of this study is to analyze the 1972 Munich Massacre—the
kidnapping and murdering of eleven Israeli athletes, coaches, and
referees in a terror attack during the Olympic Summer Games in West
Germany—and its commemoration in the context of Israel's country
image.

READ MORE

2.2.7 BERLIN 1936

Article

RISE OF THE REICH IN MANDATE PALESTINE:
THE NSDAP, J ERUSALEM YMCA, AND
PARTICIPATION" OF ATTALLAH KIDESS IN THE
1936 BERLIN OLYMPIC GAMES (PART 3)
San Charles Haddad. In: Journal of Olympic history, vol. 29, no.
1, 2021, pp. 52-64.
This is the fourth and final article in a series for Journal of Olympic
History (JOH) that explores Mandate Palestine’s connections to the 1936
Berlin Olympic Games. This final article continues to address the various
claims, made over decades, that Kidess was an Olympian. The author
continues to compare these claims to documentary evidence of note.
While his research remains inconclusive regarding a complete
understanding of who initiated the Palestinian delegation and for what
purpose, this final article, defines a more complete picture of what
transpired with Palestine’s presence at the “Nazi” Olympics. At the same
time, the author research opens the door for others to examine his
findings further and explore archival material that he has not yet
discovered or have been unable to access.
PA 261

The Olympic Studies Centre
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2.3
OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES | JEUX OLYMPIQUES
D’HIVER
2.3.1 MILANO-CORTINA 2026 | MILAN-CORTINA 2026

TERRITO RIAL MARKETING APPLIED OF GREAT
EVENTS:
THE CASE STUDY OF CORTINA D’AMPEZZO
Kwansik Mun, Moonhoon Choi, Hyungjin Gill. In: European
scientific journal, ESJ, vol. 17, no. 5, 2021, pp. 37-50.

Article

Territorial marketing and great events marketing is generally considered
by academics and professionals as a discipline with dynamic and not
fully distinct fields. This study aims to develop research in these fields,
examining the impacts of territorial marketing on a tourism destination
during a great event. Data collected from tourists in Cortina d’Ampezzo
(Italy) demonstrates that this destination became famous following
territorial marketing used for the Olympic Games in 1956 and its
attractiveness is still alive, so much so that it has been chosen once
again to host the 2026 Winter Olympic Games. This study underlines
how territorial marketing has created a tourism destination that can
attract tourists regardless of the great event.

READ MORE

2.3.2

BEIJING 2022

Article

THE ASPECTS OF ECOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT IN
HOST CITY OF THE WINTER OLYMPIC GAMES
Xuemei Zhao, Xuefeng Bai, Hongbum Shin. In: Public value, vol.
6, no. 1, pp. 83-91.
Environment protection is one of the major tasks of International Olympic
Committee which is listed into Olympic Charter in 1996. As the concept
of sustainable development was introduced into Olympic Games, the
environment protection was the top issue which the host cities should be
concerned. Winter Olympic Games is a sport events relying on natural
environment particularly. Therefore, this paper explored the aspects of
winter Olympic Games on ecological environment in host cities. It will
propose the references for 2022 Olympic Winter Games to make winter
Olympic Games and ecological environment sustainable.

READ MORE
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2.3.3 PYEONGCHANG 2018

Article

PYEONGCHANG, PYO NGYANG, OR PYEONGHWA
(PEACE IN KO REAN) OLYMPIC G AMES? AN
EXPLO RATION OF PARTISAN MEDIA AND FRAMING
EFFECTS
Kwansik Mun, Moonhoon Choi, Hyungjin Gill. In: Communication
research reports, Ahead of print, 16 April 2021.
The PyeongChang 2018 Olympic Winter Games held in South Korea
drew much political attention due to its potential to resolve the ongoing
political and military tensions on the divided Korean Peninsula. Given the
divisive South Korean public discourse on warming ties with the North,
this study uses framing theory to compare the frames employed by two
partisan South Korean newspapers to cover the mega sporting event.
The analyse reveals significant framing differences between
conservative and liberal sources, suggesting their potential effect on
citizen attitudes and beliefs about the role of the Olympics. Theoretical
and methodological implications are discussed.

Article

HEG EMONY, DOMINATION AND O PPO SITIO N:
FLUCTUATING KOREAN NATIONALIST POLITICS AT
THE 2018 WINTER OLYMPIC GAMES IN
PYEONGCHANG
Jung Woo Lee. In: Sport in society, Ahead of print, 19 February
2021, pp. 1-17.
This article is concerned with the contested nature of nationalism
expressed through sport. The 2018 Olympic Winter Games in
PyeongChang offers some useful episodes where the author can
investigate a different type of Korean nationalism represented through
sport.

READ MORE
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2.3.4 ST-MORIT Z 1928

Article

THE 1928 OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES IN ST MORITZ:
TOURISM, DIPLOMACY AND DOMESTIC PO LITICS
Quentin Tonnerre. In: The international journal of the history of
sport, Ahead of print, 21 April 2021, pp. 1-18.
The 1928 Olympic Winter Games in St Moritz was the first international
sports competition in Switzerland to bring together the country’s Olympic
and sport circles, its hotel industry and local authorities. Doing so
crystallized public and semi-public actions around an event capable of
making or breaking Switzerland’s reputation as a tourist destination. In
addition, the Swiss government, which did not directly initiate the project,
ensured the event would serve the aims of its foreign policy by placing a
foreign ministry representative on the organising committee. The
involvement of these stakeholders meant that the games mainly affected
three interconnected areas: tourism – hosting the Games was a way of
fending off competition from other winter sports destinations; diplomacy
– the event allowed the Foreign Ministry to bolster Switzerland’s image
abroad; and domestic politics – obtaining and staging the Olympics led
to the development of a strong sports lobby during the 1920s.

READ MORE

2.4
SUSTAINABILITY AND LEGACY | DURABILITÉ ET
HÉRITAGE

Article

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEGACIES AND THE OLYMPIC
GAMES:
A DELPHI CONSENSUS STUDY OF
CONTEMPORARY CHALLENG ES AND
OPPORTUNITIES
Michael Annear, Yasuo Shimizu, Tetsuhiro Kidokoro. In: Exercise
and sports science, vol. 26, no. 2, 2021, pp. 87-101.
While the hosting of the Olympic Games has the potential to promote an
increase in the amount of physical activity of the people in the host
country, there are few research reports on such physical activity legacy.
In addition, although there are very few positive reports on physical
activity legacy studies, it is certain that there are limits to the design and
methods of the studies. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to draw
consensus among multiple researchers on the issues and methods
required for sports event planning to promote the amount of physical
activity of the people before the Tokyo Olympics are held.
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THE IMPACTS OF THE WINTER OLYMPIC GAMES
ON SPORT TOURISM:
A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
Xuefeng Bai, Hongbum Shin, Soonhwan Lee. In: Kynesiology,
vol. 6, no.1, 2021, pp. 39-47.
Sport tourism is a driving force for sustainable economic development of
tourism destinations. The Olympic Winter Games is a catalyst for this
momentum. In order to clearly sort out the impacts of the Olympic Winter
Games on sport tourism of the host city, this paper employed a
systematic review. This study allowed to provide some enlightenment for
the development of sport tourism in the host cities of the Olympic Winter
Games in the future, and proposed the corresponding reference for the
continued research in this field.

READ MORE

Article

PLANNING FOR LEG ACY IN THE POST - WAR ERA OF
THE O LYMPIC WINTER GAMES
Laura A. Brown. In: The international journal of the history of
sport, Ahead of print, 15 March 2021, pp. 1-20.
Hosting an Olympic Games has the ability to considerably change a city
and community, its image and infrastructure, with long-lasting effects in
host cities and regions. Appropriate planning is sited as central to
achieving positive legacies as a result of the games Legacy planning
and policy development expanded considerably in the context of the
post-war Olympic Winter Games held in Europe between 1948 and
2014. The development of legacy policy and legacy planning have
affected the design, construction and legacy of venues throughout the
history of the Olympic Winter Games. Through a rigorous horizontal
comparative analysis of all post 1948 Olympic Winter Games
candidatures and official reports from within Europe, alongside a review
of Olympic legacy policy, it is clear that richer understanding of the
impact of past Olympic Winter Games policy and planning developments
on the built environment benefits both present and future planning.

READ MORE

Article

CREATING SOCIAL LEGACY:
FLOW IN MEG A-EVENT CEREMONIES
Libby Carter... [et al.]. In: Event management, vol. 25, no. 2,
2021, pp. 155-171.
The article offers a novel conceptual framework linking narrative,
attention, immersion, and flow as antecedents of social legacy using
examples of polysemic events, such as mega-event ceremonies. By
doing this the article uses a multidisciplinary approach to conceptualize
the connection between narrative and social legacy, a relationship
currently overlooked. It also converse the Olympic Games ceremonies.
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AN EVALUATION OF THE SUSTAINABILITY OF THE
OLYMPIC G AMES
Martin Müller... [et al.]. In: Nature sustainability, vol. 4, no. 4, April
2021, pp. 340-348.
This study develops and applies a model with nine indicators to evaluate
the sustainability of the 16 editions of the Summer and Winter Olympic
Games between 1992 and 2020, representing a total cost of more than
US$70 billion. The model shows that the overall sustainability of the
Olympic Games is medium and that it has declined over time. According
to the authors, three actions should make Olympic hosting more
sustainable: first, greatly reducing the size of the event; second, rotating
the Olympics among the same cities; third, enforcing independent
sustainability standards. This study is part of a the April 2021 issue of
“Nature sustainability”, which focus on the sustainability and legacy of
the Olympic Games

READ MORE

Article

OLYMPIC LEG ACY: STATUS OF RESEARCH
Holger Preuss, Seok-Pyo Hong. In: Journal of global sport
management, Ahead of print, 9 March 2021.
There is no doubt that the topic of legacy of sport events is becoming
one of the critical issues in professional sports worldwide. Taxpayers’
money is used to support the staging of events and therefore citizens
want a benefit in return. Many legacies though are intangible and
therefore not easy to measure. As economic profits are difficult to obtain,
ecological footprints are given due to needed travelling and social
benefits are not easy to measure. Overall, the Olympic Games do not
visibly and obviously change the host city towards sustainability and
long-lasting positive developments. The articles reveal the breadth of
topics that are located within the scope of legacy. The research areas
touch on legacies that are under researched and for which there is scant
legacy information in the literature, i.e., the legacy of Olympic Winter
Games, Youth Olympic Winter Games, unsuccessful Olympic bid cities
and non-host Olympic cities.
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DOES THE OLYMPIC LEGACY PERCEIVED IN THE
HOST CITY INFLUENCE THE RESIDENT SUPPORT
AFTER THE G AMES?
Tiago Ribeiro, Victor Almeida. In: International journal of sport
policy and politics, Ahead of print, 18 March 2021, pp. 1-16.
This article examines the Olympic Agenda 2020 forty recommendations
This study aims to explore and describe the structural relationships
among (a) perceptions of city transport legacy, (b) trust in the
government, and (c) resident support towards the Olympic Games. A
field study was conducted in Rio de Janeiro 4-years post-Games, and
data were collected from residents who lived in the Olympic city through
a self-administered questionnaire Results indicated that Rio's resident
support for the mega-event is essentially influenced by their trust in the
local government, while their perceptions of Olympics legacy alone may
be a negative predictor of support behavior. The findings confirmed the
predictive power of residents' trust in government on achieving high
event support, suggesting its inclusion in future models. Implications
focus on effective synergies of political and social engaging to enhance
the public support level in the host city.

READ MORE

Article

INTERNATIONAL SPO RTING MEG A -EVENTS AND
CONDITIONALITY
Robert Sroka. In: International journal of sport policy and politics,
Ahead of print, 1 April 2021, pp 1-17.
This article examines host contracts for international sporting megaevents as a forum for conditionality in developing world infrastructure
projects, with a focus on the Rio 2016 Olympics host agreement. In
addition to taking inventory of the host contract and how and how its
many conditions exacerbate the risks involved in hosting a sporting
mega-event for a city and country, this work connects this discussion to
a law and development literature existing outside of the sporting
conversation.

READ MORE
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LEG ACY AND SUSTAINABILITY IN THE O LYMPIC
MOVEMENT’S NEW NORM ERA: WHEN REFORMS
ARE NOT ENOUG H
Robert VanWynsberghe, Inge Derom, Caitlin Pentifallo Gadd. In:
International journal of sport policy and politics, 24 March 2021,
pp. 1-18.
This article examines the Olympic Agenda 2020 forty recommendations
through the lens of critical policy analysis. Specifically, the authors use
Strittmatter et al.’s framework of legitimation strategies in policy
formulation and implementation to investigate the ways in which the use
of sustainability and legacy terminology is employed in the process of
legitimating the IOC today. Findings demonstrate two general
legitimation strategies. One is the familiar framing of the Olympic Games
in terms of sustainability and legacy with a new emphasis on the Games
as an opportunity to integrate cities’ long-term planning needs into
bidding and hosting the event. The second focus asserts the Olympic
Movement’s global leadership role in sport in the context of sport itself
being depicted as a leading social institution in making meaningful social
change. In this paper, the authors detail these legitimation strategies and
offer commentary related to the need for the IOC to use this policy
reform process to move beyond rhetoric alone to embed meaningful and
measurable accountability standards in the hosting process.

READ MORE

Article

THE O LYMPIC G AMES AND THE PROBLEMS OF
LEG ACY: THE LONDO N STADIUM STORY
Garry Whannel. In: Journal of Olympic studies, vol. 2, no. 1,
2021, pp. 29-52.
The main stadium is the most high-profile part of any Olympic legacy
plan. The London stadium has an end user, West Ham United Football
Club. The process resulted in extra capital expenditure from public
sources and a commitment to extensive annual expenses. The private
tenant, by contrast, benefits from a remarkable deal that increases their
income, reduces their expenditure, and enables them to make a capital
gain from disposal of their previous ground. As this article reveals, there
were failures in public policy and legacy planning from the start of the
process. A flawed model, which was not economically viable, was
adopted. Subsequent decision-making was handicapped by the
complexity of governance, and the public interest was undermined. By
contrast the eventual private stakeholder, West Ham United Football
Club, exploited the second round of bidding brilliantly, recognizing there
was a desperate landlord and only one possible tenant. This article
traces the story and offers pointers for future Olympic Game host cities.

READ MORE
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PUBLIC PERCEIVED EFFECTS OF 2022 WINTER
OLYMPICS ON HO ST CITY SUSTAINABILITY
Gulijiazi Yeerkenbieke, Chunci Chen, Guizhen He. In:
Sustainability, 2021, vol. 13, no.7, 3787, pp. 1-20.
Sustainability is now fully integrated into the entire life cycle of the
Olympic Games. The planning, preparation, and staging of the Winter
Olympics have opportunities to create a sustainable legacy for the host
cities for decades. The tangible and/or intangible impacts of the Winter
Olympics on the host city are multidimensional, including economic,
social, and environmental aspects. This paper aims to investigate the
effects of the 2022 Winter Olympics on host city sustainability from
public perspective. Using a survey of 806 host residents in Beijing and
Zhangjiakou, the authors performed descriptive statistics and regression
analysis to analyze the effects of the Olympic Winter Games on the city's
sustainable development. The results show that the 2022 Winter
Olympics integrate sustainability into the whole process of the Winter
Olympics; the Winter Olympics have an important catalytic effect on the
host city's sustainable development.

READ MORE

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT EVALUATION OF
BRANDING AND SIGNAGE SO LUTION FO R EVENTS:
PREPARED FO R THE INTERNATIO NAL OLYMPIC
COMMITTEE (IOC) AND THE UNIO N OF EUROPEAN
FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION (UEFA)
Anthesis, 2021, 112 p.
This document aims to compile and compare lifecycle impact data for a
range of branding, signage and overlay materials, in order to help guide
decisions regarding the sustainability of sourcing and end-of-life
management of such materials. Following this introduction, section 02 of
this document presents guiding principles that should be followed to
reduce environmental impacts associated with the sourcing and end-oflife management of event branding and signage. Section 03 presents the
outcomes of life-cycle assessments (LCAs) for over 40 different material
types. For each material type, the environmental impacts of a
conventional option are compared with those of an alternate
commercially available option and a new innovation. This is
complemented by case studies describing some of the more advanced
solutions to reduce environmental footprint.

READ MORE
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LEG ACY SPORT: HO W TO WIN AT THE BUSINESS
OF SPO RT IN THE AG E OF SOCIAL GOOD
Neill Duffy, Fabien Paget, Jo Ramsay. Sunbury Press, 2020. 252
p.
There’s a revolution underway across the world of business. It’s being
driven by people who want to work for, buy from, invest in, and advocate
for organizations that stand for something more than just profits. It is
becoming more and more clear that organizations need to embrace the
idea that you can do good while doing well. The business of sport is not
immune to this trend. Whether you are operating a sports brand,
property, athlete(s), or nonprofit, you can choose to either embrace this
new reality and succeed, or you can avoid it and become irrelevant.
Which do you choose? Written for aspiring and active executives
working in the business of sports, Legacy Sport is an accessible and
informative guide to helping you navigate this new business world while
teaching you how to execute strategies that could make your
organization thrive while making a positive difference in the world socially and/or environmentally.
MA 29869

2.5

SECURITY | SÉCURITÉ

Article

OLYMPIAN SURVEILLANCE: SPORTS STADIUMS
AND THE NORMALIZATION OF BIOMETRIC
MONITORING
Brett Hutchins, Mark Andrejevcic. In: International journal of
communication, vol. 15, 2021, pp. 363–382.
Sports stadiums are a prime site for the deployment and development of
facial recognition technology. They are being used to envision and
model a spectator experience governed by the operation of automated
surveillance and sensor-based monitoring systems, which promise
greater security and enhanced consumption opportunities. This article
draws on the planned but postponed rollout of NEC’s NeoFace
identification system for the Tokyo Olympics to examine broader trends
in the deployment of biometric monitoring systems. Drawing on existing
and planned uses of these systems, the authors focus on the sports
stadium as a site for considering how biometric surveillance is
introduced, implemented, and normalized.

READ MORE
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T O C O N S U LT A L L T H E O F F I C I A L P U B L I C AT I O N S A L R E A D Y
AVA I L A B L E F O R T H E N E X T E D I T I O N S O F T H E O LY M P I C
GAMES, CLICK HERE FOR TOKYO 2020, BEIJING 2022,
PA R I S 2 0 2 4 A N D M I L A N O - C O R T I N A 2 0 2 6 .
0B0 B0B0 B0 B

P O U R C O N S U LT E R T O U T E S L E S P U B L I C AT I O N S
OFFICIELLES DÉJÀ DISPONIBLES POUR LES PROCHAINES
É D I T I O N S D E S J E U X O LY M P I Q U E S , C L I Q U E Z I C I P O U R
T O K Y O 2 0 2 0 , B E I J I N G 2 0 2 2 , PA R I S 2 0 2 4 E T M I L A N - C O R T I N A
2026.
1B1 B1B1 B1 B
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3 . T H E Y O U T H O LY M P I C G A M E S |
L E S J E U X O LY M P I Q U E S D E L A
JEUNESSE

3.1
YOUTH OLYMPIC SUMMER GAMES | JEUX OLYMPIQUES
DE LA JEUNESSE D’ÉTÉ

Article

SOCIAL O UTCOMES FROM PARTICIPATING IN THE
YOUTH O LYMPIC G AMES:
THE RO LE OF THE SERVICE ENVIRO NMENT
Keita Kinoshita, Eric MacIntosh, Milena Parent. In: European
sport management quarterly, Ahead of print, 11 March 2021, pp.
1-20.
This study investigated social outcomes of interest regarding the Youth
Olympic Games (YOG) and the International Olympic Committee's (IOC)
from the perspective of the young athletes competing at the Buenos
Aires 2018 YOG. In particular, the process of how the YOG's planned
service environment contributes to young athletes’ learning is examined
using a transformative service research lens and control value theory.
An online post-Games survey measured the athletes’ perspective on (1)
the service environment; (2) enjoyment; (3) learning; and (4) social
outcomes of interest. A total of 330 anonymized responses were
collected (boys = 130, girls = 200).

READ MORE
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3.2
YOUTH OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES | JEUX OLYMPIQUES
DE LA JEUNESSE D’HIVER

3.2.1

LAUSANNE 2020

Article

SPO RTS INJURIES AND ILLNESSES AT THE
LAUSANNE 2020 YOUTH OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES:
A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF 1783 ATHLETES FRO M
79 CO UNTRIES
Debbie Palmer... [et al.]. In: British journal of sports medicine,
Ahead of print, 18 February 2021, pp. 1-8.
The objective of this study is to describe the injury and illness
characteristics among participating athletes during the Lausanne 2020
Youth Olympic Winter Games, 9–22 January 2020. The daily number of
athlete injuries and illnesses were recorded (1) through the reporting of
all National Olympic Committee (NOC) medical teams and (2) in the
polyclinic and medical venues by the Lausanne 2020 medical staff.

READ MORE

3.2.2 LILLEHAMMER 2016

Article

LEVERAG ING SPORTING EVENTS TO CREATE
SPO RT PARTICIPATIO N: A CASE STUDY OF THE
2016 YOUTH O LYMPIC GAMES
Svein Erik Nordhagen. In: International journal of sport policy and
politics, Ahead of print, 5 March 2021, pp. 1-16.
This paper examines how the second Winter Youth Olympic Games
(YOG) in Lillehammer in 2016 were leveraged to increase participation in
organised and non-organised sport among regional youth. The analytical
framework is based on available sport participation leverage literature.
This is a case study using interviews with representatives from involved
organisations, archival materials and observations as its main sources.

READ MORE
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FACILITATING SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES FOR THE
ORGANIZATION OF YOUTH SPORTS THRO UGH
YOUTH ENG AGEMENT
Anna-Maria Strittmatter, Dag Vidar Hanstad, Berit Skirstad. In:
Sustainability, vol. 13, no. 4, 2101, pp. 1-14.
The aim of this study was to explore how a youth sport development
programme in connection with a major event may facilitate sustainable
outcomes for the organization of youth sports in Norway. The context of
the study involved the Norwegian Olympic and Paralympic Committee
and Confederation of Sports’ initiative to increase young people’s
engagement within Norwegian organized sports. The result of the
initiative was the Young Leaders Programme (in connection with the
2016 Lillehammer Youth Olympic Games).

READ MORE

Book

EDUCATING YO UTH THROUGH SPO RT IN A HIGHPERFORMANCE SETTING: A CASE STUDY OF THE
LILLEHAMMER 2016 YOUTH OLYMPIC GAMES
Svein Erik Nordhagen. Inland Norway University of Applied
Sciences, 2020, 186 p.
The establishment of the Youth Olympic Games (YOG) in 2007 was
presented as the IOC’s main strategy to promote the education of youth.
The positioning of education as equal to sports competitions through
integrated educational programs separates the YOG from the Olympic
Games and other international elite sporting events. The aim of this
thesis is to examine the YOG as an educational arena for the target
youth groups in a high-performance setting with the 2016 YOG in
Lillehammer as the case. More specifically, the thesis explores how the
educational programs in the YOG concept were facilitated by the
organizers and received by the athletes and local youth through the
2016 YOG.
MA 29879
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4 . T H E I N T E R N AT I O N A L O LY M P I C
COMMITTEE | LE COMITÉ
I N T E R N AT I O N A L O LY M P I Q U E

4.1

AGENDA 2020

OLYMPIC AGENDA 2020 : HIGHLIGHTS
International Olympic Committee. 2021, 19 p.
This report outlines some of the major achievements of the Olympic
Agenda 2020 in ten key areas – illustrating how this landmark set of
recommendations has shaped and secured the future of the Olympic
Movement. The themes of this report are: the Olympic Games, the
athletes, the protection of clean athletes, the good governance, the
gender equality, the solidarity, the relevance of sport in society, the
sustainability and the Olympic Channel.

EXISTS ALSO IN FRENCH VERSION.
READ MORE
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OLYMPIC AGENDA 2020+5 :
15 RECO MMENDATIO NS
International Olympic Committee. 2021, 40 p.
On the 12th of March 2021, after a lively debate, the International
Olympic Committee (IOC) Session unanimously approved Olympic
Agenda 2020+5 as the new strategic roadmap of the IOC and the
Olympic Movement through to 2025. Consisting of 15 recommendations,
the new roadmap builds on the achievements of Olympic Agenda 2020,
and will guide the work of the IOC and the Olympic Movement for the
next five years.

EXISTS ALSO IN FRENCH VERSION.
READ MORE

4.2
PRESIDENTS AND MEMBERS | PRÉSIDENTS ET
MEMBRES

Article

BIOGRAPHIES OF ALL IOC MEMBERS: PART XXXV
Marcia De Franceschi Neto-Wacker, Volker Kluge. In: Journal of
Olympic history, vol. 29, no. 1, 2021, pp. 65-69.
This is the part 35 of the biographies of IOC members. It includes:
Hicham El Guerrouj, Dr. Rania Amr Mostafa Elwani, Barbara Anne
Kendall, Francesco Ricci Bitti, HRH Prince Tunku Imran, Nicole
Hoevertsz, Beatrice Allen, Henricus W.B. “Hein” Verbruggen.
PA 261

ELECTIONS OF THE PRESIDENTS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC CO MMITTEE
The Olympic Studies Centre. 2021, 16 p.
This document looks at the elections of the Presidents of the
International Olympic Committee (IOC), starting with the first election of
Dimitrius Vikelas, in 1894, to the re-election in 2021 of the ninth
president of the IOC Thomas Bach. Dates, place, candidates, voting
results, outcomes, duration of the term of office and changes of rules are
included as relevant.

EXISTS ALSO IN FRENCH VERSION.
READ MORE
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4.2.1 PIERRE DE COUBERTIN

Chapter

UNE RELIQUE OLYMPIQUE, LE CŒUR DE PIERRE
DE CO UBERTIN DANS L’EURO PE DE 1938

Clastres Patrick In: Burkardt Albrecht, Grévy Jérôme (eds.),
Reliques politiques, Presses Universitaires de Rennes PUR,
2020, pp. 337-349.
À toutes les époques sans doute et dans les sociétés les plus diverses,
les hommes ont conservé des « restes » du passé pour garder, par ce
moyen, la trace de personnages ou d’événements considérés comme
dignes de mémoire. Dans ce chapitre de l’ouvrage «Reliques
politiques», Patrick Clastres s’intéresse à la vénération des reliques de
Pierre de Coubertin.
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5 . T H E O LY M P I C M O V E M E N T | L E
M O U V E M E N T O LY M P I Q U E

Book

LES DÉFIS DE L'OLYMPISME, ENTRE HÉRITAGE ET
INNOVATION : APPRO CHES HISTORIQUE, SOCIALE
ET MANAG ÉRIALE DU MOUVEMENT OLYMPIQUE
sous la dir. de Nicolas Chanavat... [et al.]. INSEP, 2021, 243 p.
Depuis une dizaine d'années, l'Académie Nationale Olympique
Française et le Centre d'Etudes Olympiques Français favorisent la
recherche sur le Mouvement olympique, son histoire et ses valeurs, ainsi
que sur l'impact des Jeux Olympiques dans les différents domaines de la
société contemporaine et de la culture, à travers un programme de
bourses de recherche attribuées à des étudiants et à des enseignantschercheurs. Ce livre rassemble l'essentiel des travaux produits. Fort de
bases théoriques solides et de cas concrets, les lauréats du programme
dressent un état des lieux et proposent des pistes de réflexion inédites
afin de mieux comprendre le Mouvement olympique et les défis
auxquels il fait face. Les auteurs, spécialistes de différents domaines
allant de l'histoire à la littérature en passant par la sociologie, le
management ou encore le marketing, interrogent l'Olympisme à travers
le prisme de leurs connaissances.
MA 29903
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5.1
PARALYMPIC GAMES AND PARALYMPIC MOVEMENT |
J E U X PA R A LY M P I Q U E S E T M O U V E M E N T PA R A LY M P I Q U E

Article

PATTERNS OF ATHLETE MEDICATION USE AT THE
2018 PYEONGCHANG PARALYMPIC G AMES: A
DESCRIPTIVE COHO RT STUDY
Laine Aj Alexander... [et al.]. In: American journal of physical
medicine & rehabilitation, Ahead of print, 16 March 2021.
Medication use among elite athletes has received growing attention over
the past decades. However, only limited studies have focused on para
athletes and trends in medication use among this cohort, remain unclear.
The aims of this study were 1) to describe the pattern of medication use
in elite Paralympic athletes, with a particular focus on analgesics, 2) to
analyse whether medications declared by athletes were included in the
2018 World Anti-Doping Agency Prohibited List and Monitoring Program,
3) to report on a variety of novel supplements, and 4) to review whether
athlete analgesic needs will be met by the new Olympic & Paralympic
Model Formulary.

5.2
NATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEES (NOCS) | COMITÉS
N AT I O N A U X O LY M P I Q U E S ( C N O S )
5.2.1 ETHIOPIA | ETHIOPIE

Book

OUT OF THIN AIR: RUNNING WISDO M AND MAGIC
FROM ABO VE THE CLOUDS IN ETHIO PIA
Michael Crawley. Bloomsbury Sport, 2020, 262 p.
Why does it make sense to Ethiopian runners to get up at 3am to run up
and down a hill? Who would choose to train on almost impossibly steep
and rocky terrain, in hyena territory? And how come Ethiopian men hold
six of the top ten fastest marathon times ever? Michael Crawley spent
fifteen months in Ethiopia training alongside (and sometimes a fair way
behind) runners at all levels of the sport, from night watchmen hoping to
change their lives to world class marathon runners, in order to answer
these questions. Follow him into the forest as he attempts to keep up
and get to the heart of their success.
MA 29902
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5 . 2 . 2 G R E AT B R I TA I N | G R A N D E - B R E TA G N E

Book

SCOTLAND'S TRACK AND FIELD O LYMPIANS
John W. Keddie. Scottish Sporting Heritage Publications, 2020,
298 p.
This book identifies and describes the performances of Scottish track
and field athletes who competed in the Olympic Games between 1896
and 1980. This includes Scots, men and women, or Scots, or
descendents of Scots, who had emigrated from Scotland, and who took
part in Olympic track and field athletics, albeit representing nations other
than Great Britain. In addition, there are Appendices covering
representation of Scottish-qualified participants and various aspects of
performances for the whole period of the Games up to and including the
Games in Rio de Janeiro in 2016. This is a ground-breaking book,
dealing with Scottish national participation in Olympic track and field
events from their inception for the first time.
MA 29877/1

5 . 2 . 3 S PA I N | E S PA G N E

Book

ARO S OLÍMPICO S Y BARRAS CATALANAS:
EXPERIENCIAS SOBRE LA UTILIZACIÓN PO LÍTICA
DEL DEPORTE
Ángel Díez Prieto. Hola Publishing International, 2020, 256 p.
Con un lenguaje que mezcla la política y el deporte, el autor busca
compartir una serie de experiencias personales y profesionales vividas
en Cataluña. A partir de sus vivencias, en cada página de este libro
pone de manifiesto la enorme transformación política y social producida
en dicha parte del territorio español, sentido como propio por el autor y
donde la mitad de los habitantes buscan su independencia de España,
sin respetar las reglas del juego.
MA 29865

5 . 2 . 4 U N I T E D S TAT E S | E TAT S - U N I S

Book

INDIANA UNIVERSITY OLYMPIANS:
FROM LERO Y SAMSE TO LILLY KING
David Woods. Indiana University Press, 2020, 270 p.
From track and field to swimming and diving, and of course basketball
and soccer, "Indiana University Olympians" celebrates over a century of
Indiana University Olympic competitors. Beginning in 1904, at the 3rd
Summer Games in St. Louis, IU's first Olympic medal went to pole
vaulter LeRoy Samse who earned a silver medal. In 2016, swimmer Lilly
King rocketed onto the world stage with two gold medals in the 31st
Summer Games in Rio de Janeiro. Featuring profiles of 49 athletes, this
publication details the lives of these remarkable individuals, who despite
their different backgrounds and upbringing, all share one key similarity-they all called Indiana University home.
MA 29857
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6 . T H E AT H L E T E S | L E S AT H L È T E S

6.1

A N T I - D O P I N G | A N T I - D O PA G E

Article

A MO RAL EXAMINATION OF THE THERAPEUTIC
USE EXEMPTION IN ANTI -DOPING
John Gleaves. In: Journal of Olympic Studies, vol. 2, no. 1, 2021,
pp. 53-71.
Events surrounding the 2016 Olympic Summer Games in Rio de Janeiro
brought increased scrutiny on the World Anti-Doping Agency's (WADA)
Therapeutic Use Exemption (TUE) policy. Some critics even called for
abolishing the TUE policy as a potential reform to improve anti-doping.
This article describes the TUE policy outlined in the 2015 International
Standards for Therapeutic Use Exemptions and then provides a moral
argument for having TUEs based on medical rights. Next, the article
discusses two types of criticisms of the TUE policy. The first, labeled “in
practice” criticisms, proves to have no merit. The second, categorized as
“in principle” criticisms, mostly fails to undermine the TUE policy.
However, one branch of the “in principle” criticism, asserted by Dimeo
and Møller, does raise doubts about the TUE policy's use of the
treatment-enhancement distinction. Ultimately, the article argues that the
criteria for approving a TUE should drop objections to enhancement
when faced with legitimate medical conditions that offer no alternative
accepted therapies.

READ MORE
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DIE DOPING -GENERATION:
REINE LEISTUNG STATT SPRITZENSPO RT
Andrea Keplinger, Georg Hafner. Pflaum, 2020, 115 p.
Schneller, besser, weiter – der Spitzensport kennt keine Grenzen. Der
Gedanke nicht mehr mithalten zu können und sich mit illegalen Mitteln
Abhilfe zu schaffen, drängt sich in den Vordergrund. Doping im Sport ist
ein sehr prekäres Thema. Jeder hat eine Meinung dazu – oftmals ist
diese allerdings mit einer einseitigen Betrachtungsweise verbunden. Die
beiden Sportpsychologen Andrea Keplinger und Georg Hafner
beleuchten Doping im Sport aus unterschiedlichen und differenzierten
Perspektiven. Mit Hilfe ihrer psychologischen Expertise stellen sie
verschiedene Modelle vor, weben ihre langjährigen Erfahrungen aus
dem Sport ein und brechen eindimensionale Sichtweisen auf.
MA 29867

6.2

CAREER MANAGEMENT | GESTION DE CARRIÈRE

Article

ADAPTATION TO ATHLETIC RETIREMENT AND
PERCEPTIO NS ABOUT AGING: A QUALITATIVE
STUDY OF RETIRED OLYMPIC ATHLETES
Michelle Pannor Silver. In: Journal of aging and physical activity,
Ahead of Print, February 2021, pp. 1-15.
This study examined the retirement experiences of Olympic athletes
from different sports and stages in life to gain a better understanding of
how their perceptions about aging influenced their adaptation to athletic
retirement.

6.3

READ MORE
MEDICINE AND HEALTH | MÉDECINE ET SANTÉ

Article

LONGEVITY OF POLISH MALE OLYMPIC
MEDALLISTS BO RN BETWEEN 1888 AND 1965
Łukasz A. Małek... [et al.]. In: Biomedical human kinetics, vol. 13,
no. 1, 2021, pp. 29-36.
The aim of the study was to analyse the lifespan of Polish male Olympic
medallists in comparison to the general male population. The study
included 238 Polish male Olympic medallists who participated in the
Olympic games in 1924–1992.

Article

READ MORE
SPO RTS INJURIES AT THE RIO DE J ANEIRO 2016
SUMMER PARALYMPIC GAMES: USE OF
DIAGNO STIC IMAGING SERVICES
Mohamed Jarraya... [et al.]. In: European radiology, Ahead of
print, 3 March 2021.
This study aims to describe the occurrence of imaging-depicted sportsrelated injuries (bone, muscle, tendon, and ligament injuries) during the
Rio 2016 Summer Paralympic Games.

Article
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POLYCLINICS

Joon YoungChang... [et al.]. In: Physical therapy in sport, vol.
49, May 2021, pp. 106-111.
This study aims to provide a better understanding of the needs for
physiotherapy services during the 2018 PyeongChang Olympic Winter
Games (POG) from two polyclinics. It allows to understand the needs
and what physiotherapists do during the Olympic Winter Games for first
time.

6.4

READ MORE
O L Y M P I A N S | O LY M P I E N S

Article

THE QUEEN OF G YMNASTICS ÁG NES KELETI:
A TRUE O LYMPIAN
Dezsö Dobor. In: Journal of Olympic history, vol. 29, no. 1, 2021,
pp. 28-34.
This article looks at Ágnes Keleti, a pioneer in Olympic history. A
Hungarian Jew, she survived the Holocaust by assuming a false identity,
and afterwards displayed great ambition and patience in order to still fulfil
her Olympic dream as a mature woman of 35 years.
PA 261

Article

THE " KNIGHT OF THE PEDALS" AND THE "MASTER
DRIVER" ON THE RO AD
Volker Kluge. In: Journal of Olympic history, vol. 29, no. 1, 2021,
pp. 8-17.
People outside Greece often only found out about the first Olympic
Games in Athens in 1896 after weeks – mostly through the reports of a
few participants. How much courage, optimism, and thirst for adventure
must have been needed back then to travel at one’s own expense to a
country on the periphery of Europe and compete in an event, which IOC
founder Pierre de Coubertin had called the Olympic Games in order to
impart them with a “halo of grandeur and glory” and thus place them
under the protection of classical antiquity? On the occasion of the 125th
anniversary of the Games, this article remembers one of these
Olympians, the road cyclist Anton Gödrich, is remembered in this issue.
PA 261

Book

THE RO LE I PLAYED: CANADA’S G REATEST
OLYMPIC HOCKEY TEAM
Sami Jo Small. ECW Press, 2020, 329 p.
Men’s hockey in Canada may hog the limelight, but interest in women’s
hockey has never been higher. "The role I played" is a memoir of Sami
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Jo Small’s ten years with Canada’s national women’s hockey team.
Beginning with her experience as a rookie at the first-ever women’s
Olympic hockey tournament in Nagano in 1998 and culminating with
Canada’s third straight Olympic gold medal in Vancouver in 2010, the
veteran goaltender gives the reader behind-the-scenes insight into one
of the most successful teams in sports history. Small offers insider
access, writing with unflinching honesty about the triumphs of her
greatest games and the anguish of difficult times. This book honours the
individuals who sacrificed so much of their lives to represent Canada on
a world stage and celebrates their individual contributions to the team’s
glory. While bringing the personalities of her teammates to life, Small
takes the reader into the dressing rooms and onto the ice for an up-close
glimpse into the ups and downs of athletes pursuing a sport’s highest
achievement.
MA 29905

6.5

PSYCHOLOGY | PSYCHOLOGIE

Article

AN EXPLORATION OF PERFORMANCE
MANAG EMENT PRO CESSES USED WITHIN
OLYMPIC SPORT PRO GRAMMES
Conor Molan... [et al.]. In: Journal of applied sport psychology,
Ahead of print, 3 March 2021.
While performance management of personnel in traditional workplaces
has been researched heavily, there are limited studies exploring the
topic in elite sport. Given the importance of the organizational context for
performance and well-being in sport, we explore performance
management processes within Olympic sport programmes and discuss
their potential practical application.

Book

STRESS, WELL-BEING , AND PERFORMANCE IN
SPO RT
ed. by Rachel Arnold... [et al.]. Routledge, 2021, 354 p.
"Stress, well-being, and performance in sport" provides the first
comprehensive and contemporary overview of stress in sport and its
implications on performance and well-being. It explores how athletes’,
coaches, and support staff’s performance can be enhanced while
simultaneously optimizing their well-being in contemporary sport. Divided
into four sections following the stress process, this publication covers
key topics including: appraising and coping with stress in sport,
responses to and outcomes of stress in sport, moderators of the stress
process in sport, stress management to promote thriving in sport.
Bringing together theory and practice, each chapter discusses
conceptual and theoretical issues, current research, and innovative
practical implications. Written by scholars around the globe, Stress, wellbeing, and performance in sport" offers an international perspective. It is
important reading for students of sport psychology as well as coaches,
athletes, and support staff.
MA 29885

Book

THE PSYCHOLOG Y O F SPORTS INJURY:
FROM RISK TO RETIREMENT
ed. by Adam Gledhill... [et al.]. Routledge, 2021, 220 p.
"The psychology of sports injury: from risk to retirement" provides a
critical overview of the psychology of sports injury, covering the 5Rs of
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sports injury: risk, response, rehabilitation, return to sport and retirement.
Drawing on a range of expert international perspectives from the fields of
sport psychology and sport and exercise medicine, "The psychology of
sports injury" covers the psychological considerations associated with
sports injuries, prior to the onset of injury through to supporting athletes
with post-injury retirement. In addition to this injury lifespan perspective,
the book features special interest topics including anterior cruciate
ligament injury, sport-related concussion, spinal cord injury and the role
of coaches in achieving athlete and team medical outcomes.
Additionally, case studies provide the opportunity to apply learning from
each chapter. By covering the sports injury journey from risk factors to
retirement and including athlete mental health during sports injury, "The
psychology of sports injury" is an essential text for students, instructors,
and practitioners in sports psychology, sport and exercise medicine and
other related fields.
MA 29890

Book

PSYCHOANALYTIC PERSPECTIVES ON INTENSE
INVO LVEMENT IN SPORTS
ed. by Irwin Hirsch... [et al.]. Routledge, 2021, 193 p.
This book is a unique volume that brings a variety of psychoanalytic
perspectives to the study of sport. It highlights the importance of sports
for different individuals and how the function and use of sports can be
brought into the consulting room. Passionate interest in actively
engaging in sports is a universal phenomenon. It is striking that this
aspect of human life, prior to this volume, has received little attention in
the literature of psychoanalysis. This edited volume is comprised largely
of psychoanalysts who are themselves avidly involved with sports. It is
suggested that intense involvement in sports prioritizes commitment and
active engagement over passivity and that such involvement provides an
emotionally tinged distraction from the various misfortunes of life.
Indeed, the ups and downs in mood related to athletic victory or defeat
often supplant, temporarily, matters in life that may be more personally
urgent. Engaging in sports or rooting for teams provides a feeling of
community and a sense of identification with like-minded others, even
among those who are part of other communities and have sufficient
communal identifications. This book offers a better psychoanalytic
understanding of sports to help us discover more about ourselves, our
patients and our culture, and will be of great interest to psychotherapists
and psychoanalysts, or anyone with an interest in sport and its link to
psychoanalysis and mental health.
MA 29915

6.6

TRAINING | ENTRAÎNEMENT

Book
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ed. by Joseph Baker... [et al.]. 2nd ed. Routledge, 2021, 205 p.
Identifying and developing talented athletes to their fullest potential is a
central concern of sport scientists, sports coaches, and sports policy
makers. The second edition of this popular text offers a state of the
science synthesis of current knowledge in talent identification and
development in sport, from the biological basis of talent to the systems
and processes within sport through which that talent is nurtured. Written
by a team of leading international experts, the book explores key factors
and issues in contemporary sport, including: nature and nurture in the
development of sporting talent, designing optimal developmental
environments, long-term modelling of athlete development,
understanding the complexity of talent selection and in-depth case
studies of successful talent development systems.
MA 29855
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7 . T H E O LY M P I C S P O R T S | L E S
S P O R T S O LY M P I Q U E S

7.1

SUMMER SPORTS | SPORTS D’ÉTÉ

DEMO NSTRATIO N SPORTS :
HISTORY AT THE O LYMPIC SUMMER G AMES
The Olympic Studies Centre. 2020, 10 p.
For many years, in addition to events on the official sports programme,
an Olympic Games Organising Committee (OCOG) had the choice to
include demonstration sports and events. This reference document is
designed to trace the evolution of the rules surrounding these
demonstration sports and events, present those that were included and
highlight some of the more unique choices that were made by the
OCOGs.

EXISTS ALSO IN FRENCH VERSION.
READ MORE
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7.1.1 ROWING | AVIRON

Article

RESULTS FOR WO RLD ROWING FEDERATION AND
OLYMPIC EVENTS 1893-2019
Mads Fischer & Niels H. Secher. In: Research in sports
medicine, an international journal, Ahead of print, 2 March 2021.
Results in rowing have improved and here we estimate results for
Olympic and World rowing championships based on the winning results
from 1893 to 2019 obtained in the current seven Olympic events for men
(n = 556) and women (n = 239). Data were collected from the official
World Rowing Federation online records and from published results and
the development analysed by linear regression analysis for the year of
competition. Reduced variability in winning times illustrates the
standardization of the rowing course and boats, and the improvement in
performance point to that body size becomes ever more important for
success in competitive rowing.

7.1.2 RUGBY

Book

THE DYNAMICS OF MODERN RUG BY
ed. by Bruce Davies... [et al.]. Routledge, 2021, 187 p.
The modern game of rugby football has become gladiatorial, whereby
muscular athletic players are involved in a form of collision chess with
sophisticated defences smothering the offensive skills that were at one
time a more dominant feature of the game. The contributors to this book
consider the physical, mental and nutritional demands of the game in its
present form and how best to acquire these attributes in the most
effective and efficient manner. The inevitable injuries that are associated
with collision are considered in terms of prevention and the most
effective forms of treatment. New concepts to improve exercise capacity,
game preparation and recovery are discussed in conjunction with the
modern coaching theories of the game. The possible changes to the
rules are discussed by two outstanding International referees and the
future vision for World Rugby is outlined by the President of World
Rugby. “The dynamics of modern rugby” is both a unique and
contemporary addition to the rugby literature and as such, is essential
reading for any student, researcher, coach, sport scientist,
physiotherapist, nutritionist or clinician with an interest in rugby.
MA 29920
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7.1.3 SWIMMING | NATATION

Book

HIGH PERFORMANCE YOUTH SWIMMING
ed. by Jeanne Dekerle Routledge, 2021, 285 p.
“High performance youth swimming" provides an in-depth view of the
physiological, biomechanical, and multifaceted underpinning of
swimming success, with a focus on youth. Considerations of both growth
and maturation processes and the intricacies of the swimming training
environment are core throughout the book.
MA 29852

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOLS FRO M LONDO N 1908
TO TOKYO 2020
The Olympic Studies Centre. 2021, 95 p.
This document presents the swimming pools which have hosted the
aquatics events of the Games of the Olympiad (swimming, diving, waterpolo, artistic swimming). Thanks to their size and prestige, these venues
are generally regarded as one of major sporting facilities created for the
Games. The document contains information on the pool project itself,
together with how it was used or adapted for the Games, its architecture,
its particular features and lastly its post-Olympic use.

EXISTS ALSO IN FRENCH VERSION.
READ MORE
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7.1.4 TENNIS

Book

THE HISTO RY OF TENNIS: LEGENDARY
CHAMPIONS, MAGICAL MO MENTS
Richard Evans. Rizzoli, 2021, 374 p.
All the passion, drama, and beauty of tennis is captured in this most upto-date comprehensive history--from its early beginnings as a sport, the
greatest matches ever played, to its global star players and personalities
of present day. This volume is a must-read for tennis aficionados.
Tennis, the much-loved sport, is a game for the ages dating back to
sixteenth-century royal court matches played by King Henry VIII. History
of Tennis captures the sport's long history, never short of theatrics,
rivalries, power plays, political controversies, and inspiring personal
stories. Beautiful historic and contemporary images of gripping matches
like the unforgettable Bjorn Borg versus John McEnroe tiebreak match in
1980, to behind-the-scenes moments with tennis legends, and neverbefore-seen shots, grace each page accompanied by Richard Evans's
intriguing stories and unique insight detailing the evolution of this
majestic sport by decade. Starting as a European royal pastime and
gaining popularity in England and France, the sport made its way to
America in the late 1870s as the new game of lawn tennis, creating
along the centuries legendary tennis superstars such as Bill Tilden,
Suzanne Lenglen and the Four Musketeers, Fred Perry, Billie Jean King,
John McEnroe, and Steffi Graf. Now one of the most highly watched
sports globally with top-billing icons like Novak Djokovic, Serena
Williams, Rafael Nadal, and Naomi Osaka, there is no stopping the
power of this allenthralling game. This is a must-have volume for lifelong
fans and those intrigued by the sporting theater and grand culture of
tennis.
MA 29913

7.2

WINTER SPORTS | SPORTS D’HIVER
7.2.1 ICE HOCKEY | HOCKEY SUR GLACE

Book

THE FASTEST G AME IN THE WO RLD: HOCKEY AND
THE G LOBALIZATIO N OF SPO RTS
Bruce Berglund. University of California Press, 2021, 329 p.
"The fastest games in the world” is a global history of a global sport,
drawing upon research conducted around the world in a variety of
languages. From Canadian prairies to Swiss mountain resorts, Soviet
housing blocks to American suburbs, Bruce Berglund takes readers on
an international tour, seamlessly weaving in hockey’s local, national, and
international trends. Written in a lively style with wide-ranging breadth
and attention to telling detail, "The fastest game in the world" will thrill
both the lifelong fan and anyone who is curious about how games
intertwine with politics, economics, and culture.
MA 29889
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8. SPORT ECONO MICS AND
MANAGEMENT | ÉCONOMIE ET
GESTION DU SPORT

8.1

MANAGEMENT | GESTION

Book

SPO RT STARTUPS:
NEW ADVANCES IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Vanessa Ratten. Emerald Publishing Limited, 2020, 122 p.
"Sport startups: new advances in entrepreneurship" examines the global
growth of startup enterprises in the sports sector and addresses how
they contribute to new developments in business innovation and
entrepreneurship. Highlighting the unique challenges faced by startups
in this sector, Vanessa Ratten explores approaches to business model
development, branding and marketing, and the utilization of new
technologies to build successful enterprises, underpinning her study with
a clear theoretical framework rooted in institutional theory.
MA 29914
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CRISIS AND DISASTER MANAGEMENT FOR SPO RT
Richard Shipway, Lee Miles and Richard Gordon. Routledge,
2021, 190 p.
The book draws from multiple disciplines to provide insight into the
issues and challenges involved in planning for, and managing, crises
and disasters in the context of sport. With an initial focus on sports event
and venue resilience, the book also explores social, community and
individual resilience within sport and examines concepts and issues such
as fandom, risk perception, crowd control and management, crisis
communication and reputational risk and the growing challenges posed
by climate change. The book includes real-world case studies as well as
disaster management-related simulation and scenario-building exercises
and looks ahead to what might be the most significant threats in future to
the safe and sustainable management of sport. With the devastating
impacts of COVID-19 illustrating the central importance of resilience and
proper preparation for crises and disasters, this book is an essential read
for all researchers, students, practitioners and policy-makers working in
sport, tourism, entertainment, leisure and critical event studies.
MA 29849

EXPLO ITING THE SPECTACULAR: A STUDY OF
DANISH AND NO RWEGIAN EVENT STAKEHOLDERS'
INTEREST IN INTERNATIONAL SPORT EVENTS
2010-2020
Christian Tolstrup Jensen. University of South-Eastern Norway,
2020, 408 p.
This thesis presents an analysis of the main motivations behind
international sport events in Denmark and Norway between 2010 and
2020. The analysis is based on a collective case study of interviews,
press coverage and documents related to six international sport events
during this period.

READ MORE
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9 . S P O R T L AW A N D E T H I C S |
DROIT ET ÉTHIQUE DU SPORT

Article

INTEGRITY WASHING ? THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
REPORTING MECHANISMS BY INTERNATIO NAL
SPO RTS O RGANISATIONS

Pim Verschuuren. In: Journal of global sport management,
Ahead of print, 9 March 2021.
In the context of scandals and growing public pressure, international
sport organisations have undertaken a number of governance reforms. A
landmark measure has been the implementation of confidential reporting
mechanisms to detect and address internal wrongdoings such as
bribery, match-fixing, abuse or doping. This paper seeks to understand
the performance of such mechanisms, through a multiple case study
approach comparing the organisational intentions, the means invested,
and the perceived results. Policy reviews and a series of interviews with
international sport organisation representatives were conducted.
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LA RÉGULATION DU SPORT MONDIAL =
GLOBAL SPORT REG ULATION
coord. par Emmanuel Bayle... [et al.]. IDHEAP, 2021, 250 p.
Cet ouvrage rassemble des contributions d’enseignants et de
participants à la première édition, en 2020, du Certificate of Advanced
Studies in the Regulation of Global Sport (CAS ReGS) de l’Université de
Lausanne. La diversité des sujets abordés montre l’étendue de la notion
de régulation dans l’écosystème du sport mondial. Le mouvement sportif
moderne est d’abord un mouvement social qui se développe à partir du
XIXe siècle et rencontre l’économie de marché à la fin du XXe siècle.
Cette rencontre et le développement considérable et mondial du
phénomène sportif nécessite de plus en plus des interventions
juridiques, notamment au niveau domestique et européen (droit de
l’Union) et au niveau international (via différentes conventions
interétatiques), ainsi qu’au travers du droit mou (soft law) qui est
développé par les organisations sportives nationales et internationales
ou le Tribunal arbitral du sport. Finalement, en ce début de XXIe siècle,
la dimension politique du sport, voire géopolitique, s’affirme de plus en
plus sous l’influence des opinions publiques et des idées de
responsabilité sociale ou sociétale. Les quatre dimensions ci-dessus
sont résumées par le modèle en boucle SELP (social, economic,legal
and political) qui a été à la base des analyses développées dans ce
premier CAS ReGS au printemps 2020.
MA 29908

Book

LA COORDINATIO N DU MOUVEMENT SPORTIF
INTERNATIONAL ET DES ORDRES JURIDIQ UES
ÉTATIQUES ET SUPRA -ÉTATIQUES
Clémentine Legendre. LGDJ, 2020, 503 p.
Le mouvement sportif international fonctionne, à bien des égards, à
l'image d'un État. Il réglemente le sport mondial, veille à la résolution des
litiges sportifs et à l'exécution de ses normes. Les ordres juridiques
étatiques et supra-étatiques intervenant également en matière sportive,
des conflits entre ces systèmes sont à craindre. Afin d'éviter que les
sportifs ne se trouvent sous leurs feux croisés, leur coordination devrait
s'imposer. La coordination aujourd'hui réalisée par l'ordre juridique
étatique est insatisfaisante. Lorsque l'État revendique la soumission du
mouvement sportif international, cette soumission est souvent
ineffective. Lorsqu'il reconnaît l'autonomie de ce système par
l'intermédiaire du régime de l'arbitrage, cette autonomie est illimitée.
Dans un cas comme dans l'autre, les relations entre les membres du
système sportif sont appréhendées par le prisme inadapté du contrat. La
coordination mise en place à l'échelle internationale est plus
satisfaisante. À l'échelle régionale, la coordination réalisée par l'Union
européenne et la Cour européenne des droits de l'homme (CEDH)
repose sur un cadre conceptuel convaincant - le pouvoir exercé par le
système sportif étant reconnu - et est plus effective. La communauté des
États et le mouvement sportif international coopèrent également dans
certains domaines, principalement le dopage. Ces différentes initiatives
sont à saluer. Elles pourraient constituer un modèle pour remédier aux
maux de la coordination réalisée par l'ordre juridique étatique.
MA 29895
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ADVANCED INTRODUCTION TO GLO BAL SPORTS
LAW
Stephen F. Ross. Edward Elgar Publishing, 2021, 141 p.
Stephen F. Ross presents this succinct introduction to key topics of law
specific to sports, comparing approaches to sports law across the globe,
with particular focus on the United States, Europe, and common law
jurisdictions. Contrasting the profit-maximizing approach of North
American leagues with the global integrated approach of professional
sports governed by national and international governing boards, the
book offers a novel model for the latter.
MA 29912
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10. SPORT AND SOCIETY | SPORT
ET SOCIÉTÉ

Book

SPO RTING FASHION: OUTDOOR GIRLS FRO M 1800
TO 1960
Kevin L. Jones and Christina M. Johnson. Prestel, 2021, 343 p.
This book offers a stunning visual record of the evolution of women’s
sporting attire over nearly two centuries. With selections from Jantzen,
Pendleton, and Spalding and garments by Coco Chanel, Claire
McCardell, and Jean Patou, among many others, it features familiar
names in fashion, as well as significant rediscoveries. At the intersection
of the history of fashion and feminism, "Sporting fashion" highlights the
extraordinary impact of new technologies and evolving social mores on
women’s clothing for sport. It explores how the basic forms of women’s
sportswear we know today—from swimsuits to sneakers—were
developed during a time when women were achieving more freedom.
Full color illustrations of sport and leisure ensembles are included, along
with magazine spreads and archival images. In thematic sections, the
authors examine the ways women entered into the sporting world—from
traveling to calisthenics, motorcycling to promenading. The book looks at
examples of clothing that allowed women to walk freely and compete in
sports previously restricted to men. It investigates how designers reacted
to and encouraged the growing acceptance of exposed skin at public
beaches and pools—and how cold weather fashion made its way onto
the slopes and ice. Never before have the garments that defined
women’s roles as both spectators and athletes been presented on this
scale and in such detail.
MB 1395
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10.1 E-SPORT

Book

QUANTENSPRUNG :
DIE ZUKUNFT DES SPORTS : WIE E - SPORTS,
GAMIFICATION, SPORTIFICATION UND
DIGITALISIERUNG DEN SPORT REVOLUTIO NIEREN
WERDEN
Markos Aristides Kern. Routledge, Goldegg Verlag, 2021, 189 p.
Ein Quantensprung, der den Sport grundlegend verändern wird, steht
unmittelbar bevor. Sport wird digitaler, vernetzter, und auch die „UserExperience” selbst steht vor einem radikalen Umschwung. Die
innovativsten Vordenker experimentieren bereits mit den Triggern, die
auch die Gaming-Industrie bedienen. Der spielerische Aspekt wird eine
starke Rolle einnehmen, denn um unsere vermehrt übergewichtige
Gesellschaft zur Bewegung zu verführen, muss viel geboten werden.
Was mit E-Sport begann, setzt sich in Selftracking, Peloton-Hype,
Augmented und VR-Gimmics fort. Heute weitgehend unbekannte
Begriffe werden demnächst die Sportwelt revolutionieren. Auch der
berufliche und professionelle Zugang steht vor völlig neuen
Herausforderungen. Ein spannendes Trend- und Zukunftsbuch, das den
Blick für neue Playgrounds, Events, Disziplinen und Märkte öffnet.
Dieses Buch führt in ein sportliches Utopia, das bald Realität sein wird.
MA 29859

10.2 GENDER EQUALITY | EGALITÉ DES SEXES

Article

ANALYSIS FROM A G ENDER PERSPECTIVE OF THE
OLYMPIC G AMES ON TWITTER
Alba Adá-Lameiras, Yolanda Rodríguez-Castro. In: European
sport management quarterly, Ahead of print, 13 April 2021.
Audiences have adopted and integrated the consumption of mega-sports
events, such as the Olympic Games, through social platforms like
Twitter. It is the objective of this research to identify, ‘what’ is being said
(text) and ‘how’ female athletes are presented (image) on Twitter during
Rio2016 Olympic Games.

READ MORE (AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST)
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"A PO SSIBILITY OF A LADY COMPETITOR": HELEN
PREECE AND THE 1912 OLYMPIC MODERN
PENTATHLON
Tom Lough, Kevin Witherspoon, Kyser Lough. In: Journal of
Olympic history, vol. 29, no. 1, 2021, pp. 38-47.
On 7 July 1912, the Louisville Herald published a story with the headline,
“Girl to Enter Olympic Games”, in which a teenaged English girl named
Helen Preece detailed her modern pentathlon training and her intention
to compete in the Olympic Games in Stockholm. The modern pentathlon
competition in Stockholm started that same day; however, Preece was
not there. In fact, Olympic organisers had refused her entry. The
erroneous headline and story point to the uncertainties of publishing and
the press in the early 20th century, and also to a national and
international fascination with the prospect of a woman participating in an
event rooted in male-dominated events such as riding, shooting, and
fencing. Helen Preece did not compete in Stockholm and thus did not
break both age and gender barriers that precluded her participation in
the event. Yet, Preece did submit an entry form for the event, she did
train for several months under the expectation that she would compete,
and she did attract the attention of the international media for this
Olympic foray. In the aftermath of her failed Olympic venture, Preece
lived a long and prosperous life, where she continued to challenge
gender norms in a variety of ways. Until now, historians have largely
overlooked Preece and her life story. This article sheds new light on the
life and legacy of this would-be Olympic pioneer through the benefits of
previously undiscovered documents and articles, Preece’s unpublished
memoir, and interviews and material shared by members of her family.
PA 261

Article

A PARTICIPAÇÃO DAS MULHERES O LÍMPICAS
BRASILEIRAS NAS MODALIDADES ESPO RTIVAS DE
AVENTURA ATÉ O S J OGOS DE 2012

Raoni Perrucci Toledo Machado. In: Olimpianos: journal of
Olympic studies, vo. 5, 2021, pp. 13-28.
Article in Portuguese. From Maria Lenk's first participation in 1932 until
the first gold and silver medals for women's beach volleyball in 1996, a
long time has passed and many stories have been told. However, a
great gap can be observed with regard to the 'adventure' sports
modalities, and a long way is still to be taken so that this space can be
filled and, who knows, crowned with a medal. The double challenges,
referring to the difficulties faced both by gender issues and by prejudices
against practitioners of the modalities considered as 'counterculture',
were a great obstacle to their development. However, the current
moment, when the 'adventure sport' has been gaining space both in the
media and in the Olympic movement, is consequently causing many
athletes practicing these modalities to start gaining this space as well,
and especially voice through their practice. Of the 445 Brazilian women
who participated in the Olympic Games up to the 2012 edition, only 25 of
them were in any adventure sport, these being Slalom Canoeing,
Mountain Bike and BMX Cycling, Rowing, Triathlon and Sailing (in the
adapted windsurfing event , the current RS: X).

READ MORE
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THE (NON) DETERMINANTS OF OLYMPIC SUCCESS
Article

Johan Rewilak. In: Journal of sports economics, Ahead of
print, 23 February 2021, pp. 1-25.
This paper empirically examines the determinants of Summer Olympic
success during the period 1996-2016. By modifying the panel Tobit
estimator using the Mundlak transform, the results find that population
size and the host effect are the only statistically significant determinants
of Olympic attainment. The author also shows that participating in front
of a home crowd will stimulate athletic performance equally for each
gender, but the impact of population differs between the sexes. These
findings are confirmed using a hurdle estimator. This relaxes the
assumption that the factors determining Olympic success are the same
as those that influence the quantity of success.

Book

READ MORE
COMME LES G ARÇONS ? : L'ÉCO NOMIE DU
FOOTBALL FÉMININ
Luc Arrondel et Richard Duhautois. Ed. Rue d'Ulm, 2020, 177 p.
Rien dans les 17 règles "conservées" par l'IFAB (International Football
Association Board) depuis 1882 ne dit que les femmes ne peuvent pas
jouer au football. Certaines sources documentent très tôt le premier
match de football féminin, en 1881 à Edimbourg entre une sélection
anglaise et une sélection écossaise. Pourtant l'histoire des femmes et du
football est loin d'avoir été un long fleuve tranquille : s'il a eu ses heures
de gloire après la Première Guerre mondiale, le football féminin est
retombé dans l'anonymat jusqu'aux milieux des années 1960 avant de
devenir aujourd'hui l'objet de beaucoup d'intérêts, non seulement
sportifs, mais aussi politiques et économiques. Au-delà de son succès
populaire dans les stades et à la télévision, la dernière Coupe du monde
en France en 2019 a peut-être été un tournant dans l'histoire du football
féminin. Pour l'instant, comparé à son homologue masculin, ce football
demeure une toute petite "affaire" et il est sans doute trop tôt pour
évaluer l'héritage économique de ce tournoi mondial. Cette étude vise à
fournir des outils d'analyses et des données statistiques permettant de
mieux comprendre l'écosystème du football féminin actuel et notamment
d'éclairer la question du niveau de rémunération des footballeuses qui a
fait polémique dans les médias.
MA 29850

Book

SPO RTY G IRLS:
GENDER, HEALTH AND ACHIEVEMENT IN A
POSTFEMINIST ERA
Sheryl Clark. Palgrave Macmillan, 2021, 193 p.
This book engages with the ongoing question of why many girls stop
doing sport and physical activity in their teenage years. Previous
research has found that many girls’ disengagement from sport takes
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place despite their childhood enjoyment and that frequently these same
women take up sport again as adults. Within these chapters, Sheryl
Clark explores what it is about this period of time that persuades many
girls to disengage from sports when their male peers continue to take
part; why some girls continue to take part; and most importantly how
girls understand this participation. She suggests that girls’ participation in
sport should be viewed as part of their ongoing constructions of
‘successful girlhood’ within a competitive schooling system and broader
socioeconomic context.
MA 29911

Book

THROW LIKE A GIRL, CHEER LIKE A BO Y: THE
EVO LUTION OF GENDER, IDENTITY, AND RACE IN
SPO RTS
Robin Ryle. Rowman & Littlefield, 2020, 170 p.
This book uses the world of sports in order to reveal the complicated
history of gender, sexuality, race, and social justice while connecting
those stories to today’s athletes. It highlights the ways sports often
contribute to inequalities, but also how they can help make the world
more accepting. Have you ever wondered why most cheerleaders are
girls? It didn’t used to be that way. Up until the early twentieth century, all
cheerleaders were actually boys. And why do some athletes, like Caster
Semenya, have to prove they are women while there is no testing for
men? Why do athletes like Megan Rapinoe and Colin Kaepernick use
sports as a platform for social justice, and should they? These questions
and more are examined in this publication. Robyn Ryle uses the world of
sports to examine the history, controversy, and current conversations
around sexuality, race, and social justice, bringing in the stories of
today’s athletes to highlight where things stand in the present. Topics
covered include gender segregation, gender testing, transgender
athletes, sexuality, homophobia, globalization, race, and activism.
MA 29846

10.3 HISTORY OF SPORT | HISTOIRE DU SPORT

Book

A CULTURAL HISTORY OF SPO RT IN ANTIQUITY
ed. by Paul Christesen... [et al.]. Bloomsbury Academic, 2021,
254 p.
A cultural history of sport in Antiquity covers the period 800 BCE to 600
CE. From the founding of the Olympics and Rome’s celebratory games,
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sport permeated the cultural life of Greco-Roman antiquity almost as it
does our own. Gymnasiums, public baths, monumental arenas, and
circuses for chariot racing were constructed, and athletic contests
proliferated. Sports-themed household objects were very popular, whilst
the exploits of individual athletes, gladiators, and charioteers were
immortalized in poetry, monuments, and the mosaic floors of the
wealthy. This rich sporting culture attests to the importance of leisure
among the middle and upper classes of the Greco-Roman world, but by
600 CE rising costs, barbarian invasions, and Christianity had swept it all
away. A Cultural History of Sport presents the first extensive history from
classical antiquity to today, covering all forms and aspects of sport.
Chapter titles are identical across each of the volumes. This gives the
choice of reading about a specific period in one of the volumes, or
following a theme across history by reading the relevant chapter in each
of the six. The themes (and chapter titles) are: The purpose of sport;
sporting time and sporting space; products, training and technology;
rules and order; conflict and accommodation; inclusion, exclusion and
segregation; minds, bodies and identities; representation.
MA 29893/1

Book

A CULTURAL HISTORY OF SPO RT IN THE
MEDIEVAL AG E
ed. by Noel Fallows... [et al.]. Bloomsbury Academic, 2021, 270
p.
A cultural history of sport in the Medieval Age covers the period 600 to
450. Lacking any viable ancient models, sport evolved into two distinct
forms, divided by class. Male and female artistocrats hunted and knights
engaged in jousting and tournaments, transforming increasingly
outdated modes of warfare into brilliant spectacle. Meanwhile, simpler
sports provided recreational distraction from the dangerously unsettled
conditions of everyday life. Running, jumping, wrestling, and many ball
games - soccer, cricket, baseball, golf, and tennis - had their often
violent beginnings in this period. A Cultural History of Sport presents the
first extensive history from classical antiquity to today, covering all forms
and aspects of sport. Chapter titles are identical across each of the
volumes. This gives the choice of reading about a specific period in one
of the volumes, or following a theme across history by reading the
relevant chapter in each of the six. The themes (and chapter titles) are:
The purpose of sport; sporting time and sporting space; products,
training and technology; rules and order; conflict and accommodation;
inclusion, exclusion and segregation; minds, bodies and identities;
representation.
MA 29893/2

Book

A CULTURAL HISTORY OF SPO RT IN THE
RENAISSANCE
ed. by Alessandro Arcangeli.... [et al.]. Bloomsbury Academic,
2021, 240 p.
A cultural history of sport in the Renaissance covers the period 1450 to
1650. Outwardly, Renaissance sports resembled their medieval
forebears, but the incorporation of athletics into the educational
curriculum signalled a change. As part of the scientific revolution, sport
now became the object of intellectual analysis. Numerous books were
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written on the medical benefits of sport and on the best way to joust,
fence, train horses and ride, play ball games, swim, practice archery,
wrestle or become an acrobat. Sport became the visible sign of the
mind's control over the physical body, such control often becoming and
end in itself with some sports shaped more by decorum than exercise. A
Cultural History of Sport presents the first extensive history from
classical antiquity to today, covering all forms and aspects of sport.
Chapter titles are identical across each of the volumes. This gives the
choice of reading about a specific period in one of the volumes, or
following a theme across history by reading the relevant chapter in each
of the six. The themes (and chapter titles) are: The purpose of sport;
sporting time and sporting space; products, training and technology;
rules and order; conflict and accommodation; inclusion, exclusion and
segregation; minds, bodies and identities; representation.
MA 29893/3

Book

A CULTURAL HISTORY OF SPO RT IN THE AGE OF
ENLIGHTENMENT
ed. by Rebekka von Mallinckrodt. [et al.]. Bloomsbury Academic,
2021, 238 p.
A cultural history of sports in the age of Enlightenment covers the period
1650 to 1800, a period often seen as a time of decline in sporting
practice and literature. In fact, a rich sporting culture existed and sports
were practised by both men and women at all levels of society. The
Enlightenment call into question many of the earlier notions of religion,
gender, and rank which had previously shaped sporting activities and
also initiated the commercialization, professionalization, and associativity
which were to define modern sport. A Cultural History of Sport presents
the first extensive history from classical antiquity to today, covering all
forms and aspects of sport. Chapter titles are identical across each of
the volumes. This gives the choice of reading about a specific period in
one of the volumes, or following a theme across history by reading the
relevant chapter in each of the six. The themes (and chapter titles) are:
The purpose of sport; sporting time and sporting space; products,
training and technology; rules and order; conflict and accommodation;
inclusion, exclusion and segregation; minds, bodies and identities;
representation.
MA 29893/4

Book

A CULTURAL HISTORY OF SPO RT IN THE AGE OF
INDUSTRY
ed. by Mike Huggins… [et al.]. Bloomsbury Academic, 2021, 264
p.
A cultural history of sport in the Age of Industry covers the period 1800
to 1920. Over this period, sport become increasingly global, some sports
were radically alterated, sports clubs proliferated, and new team games such as baseball, basketball, and the various forms of football - were
created, codified, commercialized, and professionnalized. Yet this was
also an age of cultural and political tensions, when issues around the
role of women, social class, ethnicity and race, imperial relationships,
nation-building, and amateur and professional approaches were all
shaping sport. At the same time, increasing urbanization, population,
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real wages, and leisure time drove demand for sport ever higher, and the
institutionalization and regulation of sport accelerated. A Cultural History
of Sport presents the first extensive history from classical antiquity to
today, covering all forms and aspects of sport. Chapter titles are identical
across each of the volumes. This gives the choice of reading about a
specific period in one of the volumes, or following a theme across history
by reading the relevant chapter in each of the six. The themes (and
chapter titles) are: The purpose of sport; sporting time and sporting
space; products, training and technology; rules and order; conflict and
accommodation; inclusion, exclusion and segregation; minds, bodies
and identities; representation.
MA 29893/5

Book

A CULTURAL HISTORY OF SPO RT IN THE MODERN
AGE
ed. by Steven A. Riess… [et al.]. Bloomsbury Academic,
2021,267 p.
A cultural history of sport in the Modern Age covers the period 1920 to
today. Over this time, world-wide participation in sport has been shaped
by economic developments, communication and transportation
innovations, declining racism, diplomacy, political ideologies,
feminization, democratization, as well as increasing professionalization
and commercialization. Sport has now become both a global cultural
force and one the deepest ways in which individual nations express their
myths, beliefs, values, traditions, and realities. A Cultural History of Sport
presents the first extensive history from classical antiquity to today,
covering all forms and aspects of sport. Chapter titles are identical
across each of the volumes. This gives the choice of reading about a
specific period in one of the volumes, or following a theme across history
by reading the relevant chapter in each of the six. The themes (and
chapter titles) are: The purpose of sport; sporting time and sporting
space; products, training and technology; rules and order; conflict and
accommodation; inclusion, exclusion and segregation; minds, bodies
and identities; representation.
MA 29893/6

Book

SPO RT HISTORY: THE BASICS
Gerald R. Gems. Routledge, 2021, 218 p.
This is a fundamental text for the study of sport history. It answers the
‘why,’ ‘how,’ and ‘what’ questions, introducing the key principles and
practices of sport history, and walking the reader through the fascinating
stories, debates, issues, and national and international narratives that
constitute the history of sport. The book provides an overview of the field
and the various professional roles assumed by practitioners, such as
researchers, academics, and public historians. It is brief, crisp, and to the
point. The main general topics of interest within the field – gender, race,
nationalism, religion, sport and leisure, and megaevents – are covered
with introductory vignettes, stories of interest, a wide variety of
theoretical frameworks, and relevant historiography in the most current
and timely text of its kind. Each chapter provides a list of further readings
for more in-depth study.
MA 29892
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10.4 MEDIA | MÉDIAS

Article

THE IMPACT OF THE MASS MEDIA O N THE IMAG E
OF OLYMPIC CITIES (PART 2)
Richard W. Pound. In: Journal of Olympic history, vol. 29, no. 1,
2021, pp. 18-27.
This article, the second part of Dick Pound's history of Olympic
television, begins with the 1964 Tokyo Games, which marked a
milestone. For the first time, transcontinental broadcasts were made.
Four years later, the Mexico Games were broadcast in colour, and in
1972 it was "wall-to-wall television". Since then, the "Television Games"
have been a reality.
PA 261

Book

BEYOND THE FINISH LINE: IMAGES, EVIDENCE,
AND THE HISTORY O F THE PHOTO -FINISH
Jonathan Finn. McGill-Queen's University Press, 2020, 212 p.
In this fascinating journey through the history of the photo-finish in
sports, Jonathan Finn shows how innovation was animated by a drive for
ever more precise tools and a quest for perfect measurement. As he
traces the technological developments inspired by this crusade - from
the evolution of the still camera to movie cameras, ultimately leading to
complex, contemporary photo-finish systems - Finn uncovers the social
implications of adopting and contesting the photograph as evidence in
sport. At every turn empirical obsession intersects with the
unpredictability of sports, creating a paradox wherein the precision
offered by photo-finish technology far exceeds the realities of human
performance and its measurement. Separating athletes by the
hundredth, thousandth, or ten-thousandth of a second is often a fiction
that comes with significant material and cultural implications.
MA 29874
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ROUTLEDGE HANDBO OK OF SPORTS JOURNALISM
ed. by Rob Steen... [et al.]. Routledge, 2021, 399 p.
The Routledge handbook of sports journalism is a comprehensive and
in-depth survey of the fast moving and multifaceted world of sports
journalism. Encompassing historical and contemporary analysis, and
case studies exploring best practice as well as cutting edge themes and
issues, the book also represents an impassioned defence of the skill and
art of the trained journalist in an era of unmediated digital commentary.
With contributions from leading sports media scholars and practising
journalists, the book examines journalism across print, broadcast and
digital media, exploring the everyday reality of working as a
contemporary reporter, editor or sub-editor. It considers the
organisations that shape output, from PR departments to press
agencies, as well as the socio-political themes that influence both
content and process, such as identity, race and gender. The book also
includes interviews with, and biographies of, well-known journalists, as
well as case studies looking at the way that some of the biggest names
in world sport, from Lance Armstrong to Caster Semenya, have been
reported.
MA 29919

10.5 POLITICS | POLITIQUE

Article

SPO RT AND POLITICS OR ANTI -DIPLO MACY IN
SPO RT: A HISTORICAL RETROSPECTIVE O F THE
OLYMPIC G AMES
Valentin Benicu, Anton Popov. In: Revistă științifico-practică, no.
2, 2020, pp. 147-156.
The article reflects the interaction between sport and politics. The
essence of politics is presented through the prism of the visions of
famous political scientists and sociologists, such as Max Weber, Emile
Durkheim, T. Parsons and others. Sport has significant political potential
in contemporary international relations and foreign policy. The state uses
sport to raise its prestige and strengthen its positions in the international
arena, including to expand its influence at regional and subregional level.
The Olympics held during the sec. twentieth century was the arena for
the political struggle between the Great Powers. The authors analyze
and classify the Olympics in terms of the interaction between sport and
politics.
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THE DIPLOMATIC TURN: THE NEW RELATIO NSHIP
BETWEEN SPORT AND PO LITICS
Heather L. Dichter. In: The international journal of the history of
sport, Ahead of print, 23 March 2021, pp. 1-17.
With an increasing amount of diplomatic archival material being
declassified, scholars are now finding not only more instances of
governments, and especially diplomats, involved in sport matters, but
also different ways in which sport and politics have been intertwined
historically. The past two decades have thus seen what can be called a
diplomatic turn in sport history. This type of research has led to the
development of a new strand of sport and politics research
encompassing the diplomatic use of sport, through sport diplomacy and
sport-as-diplomacy. Through mutual coordination, sporting
representatives and government diplomats shared valuable information
with each other so that sport could serve diplomatic ends, and for
diplomats to support sporting endeavours. While the relationships
between government members and sport organizations have traditionally
been considered in terms of national sport politics, their reach goes far
beyond a domestic audience, as demonstrated by several examples
during the Cold War, often involving Germany. Bringing together files
from sport organizations and their representatives with foreign ministry
and government records provides new insight into not only international
sport and diplomacy during the decades of the Cold War but also how
their practitioners engaged with and influenced one another.

READ MORE

Article

“THESE PEOPLE NEVER GIVE UP”: AMERICAN
DEBATES ON THE RETURN OF THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA TO THE O LYMPIC MO VEMENT
Austin Duckworth and Jörg Krieger. In: Journal of Olympic
studies, vol. 2, no. 1, 2021, pp. 72–89.
On January 1, 1979, the United States and the People's Republic of
China (PRC) exchanged diplomatic recognition. This action coincided
with the withdrawal of American support for the Taiwan-based Republic
of China (and provided the PRC ammunition in its attempts to rejoin the
Olympic Movement. In opposition to his government's policy, Julian K.
Roosevelt, an American member of the International Olympic Committee
(IOC), pushed for a different outcome. He called upon the IOC to
maintain the status quo and allow the Republic of China Olympic
Committee (ROCOC) to continue using its name, flag, and anthem. Only
ten months after the United States recognized the PRC, however, the
IOC published the Nagoya Resolution, which forced the ROCOC to
change its name and compete as Chinese Taipei. Roosevelt's hopes
were dashed. This incident, barely acknowledged in academic
scholarship, highlights the symbiotic relationship between sport and
politics and provides an interesting and useful case study in how an IOC
member directly contradicted their government's foreign policy.

READ MORE
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GEOPORN: SPECTACULAR REPRODUCTIO N IN
OLYMPIC RIO DE JANEIRO
Christopher Gaffney. In: Sport in society, Ahead of print, 4
February 2021, pp. 1-21.
This article proposes geoporn as an analytic lens to examine the ways in
which the processes and effects of representing urban landscapes have
remained remarkably consistent over several centuries. The analysis
begins with the exploration of the differences and similarities between
geoporn and ecoporn, suggesting that the latter lens is too narrowly
focused on ecology and “nature” to examine the violences, exclusions,
and power imbalances embedded in representations of place. By
examining the ways in which representations of Rio de Janeiro create
cascading power dynamics that range in scale from the landscape to the
human body, this article proposes geoporn as an entrenched practice,
an analytic frame, and a heuristic. The analysis begins with landscape
paintings in Brazil’s colonial period and works through the dynamics of
capital accumulation that reshaped Rio de Janeiro during a decade of
hosting sports mega-events.

READ MORE

Article

SPO RT AS A DIPLOMATIC RESOURCE: THE CASE
OF SOUTH KOREA, 1970 -2017
Yeonheung Kang, Barrie Houlihan. In: International journal of
sport policy and politics, 2021, vol. 13, no. 1, pp. 45-63.
The aim of this study is to analyse the utilisation of sport as a part of soft
power strategies in South Korea and how the strategies developed over
the period from the late 1970s to 2017.

READ MORE

Book

PASSING THE BATON: BLACK WOMEN TRACK
STARS AND AMERICAN IDENTITY
Cat M. Ariail. University of Illinois Press, 2020, 230 p.
After World War II, the United States used international sport to promote
democratic values and its image of an ideal citizen. But African American
women excelling in track and field upset such notions. Cat M. Ariail
examines how athletes such as Alice Coachman, Mae Faggs, and
Wilma Rudolph forced American sport cultures—both white and Black—
to reckon with the athleticism of African American women. Marginalized
still further in a low-profile sport, young Black women nonetheless
bypassed barriers to represent their country. Their athletic success soon
threatened postwar America's dominant ideas about race, gender,
sexuality, and national identity. As Ariail shows, the wider culture
defused these radical challenges by locking the athletes within roles that
stressed conservative forms of femininity, blackness, and citizenship.
MA 29853
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LE SPORT-SPECTACLE DE CO MPÉTITION :
UN ASSERVISSEMENT CONSENTI
Jean-Marie Brohm. QS? Editions, 2020, 483 p.
Depuis sa genèse au XIXe siècle en Angleterre, le système sportif n'a
cessé d'accroître sa puissance de massification à l'échelle de la planète.
Avec l'appui des multinationales capitalistes, des appareils d'État et des
réseaux médiatiques transnationaux, il fonctionne comme l'une des
machineries essentielles de la colonisation idéologique de l'espace
public. Par la multiplication des spectacles sportifs, avec leurs
champions sponsorisés, enrégimentés et anabolisés, leurs mythologies
primaires, leurs fantasmagories infantiles, le système sportif mondialisé
a imposé une propagande insidieuse en faveur d'une vision du monde
où la compétition de tous contre tous légitime l'asservissement consenti
généralisé. La rage de vaincre l'adversaire, le sado-masochisme de la
contrainte incessante au dépassement de soi et des autres, la course
effrénée aux records, les affrontements supportéristes violents dans et
hors les stades, les mobilisations identitaires, nationalistes et
xénophobes engendrent l'individualisme narcissique du struggle for life,
les identifications collectives aux idoles des performances tarifées et
pour finir la mentalité archaïque propre aux foules sportives abonnées
au vide culturel. L'aliénation sportive - l'opium sportif - est précisément
l'ensemble de toutes ces régressions qu'il s'agit d'analyser et de
combattre.
MA 29891

Book

PITCH BATTLES: SPO RT, RACISM AND
RESISTANCE
Peter Hain and André Odendaal. Rowman & Littlefield, 2021. 503
p.
Just a year after the controversial D'Oliveira affair, the organised
disruption of the all-white 1969/70 South African rugby and cricket tours
to Britain represented a significant challenge to apartheid politics. Led by
future cabinet minister Peter Hain, the "Stop the seventy tour" campaign
brought about the cancellation of both tours, presaging white South
Africa's expulsion from the Olympics and the end of apartheid sport
altogether. With his brand of attention-grabbing, direct action sports
protest, the 19-year-old Hain emerged as a hero to some and enemy to
others. Now, reflecting on these experiences with fifty years of hindsight,
Lord Hain, together with South Africa's foremost sports historian and
fellow anti-apartheid activist André Odendaal, shows how decades of
relentless international and domestic campaigning for equality led to a
Springbok team captained by black athlete Siya Kolisi winning the 2019
Rugby World Cup. Interspersing a wide range of examples with personal
testimony, "Pitch battles" explores the themes of sport, globalisation and
resistance from the deep past to the present day. Published in the same
year as the "Stop the tour" documentary from acclaimed director Louis
Myles, this compelling story of sacrifice, struggle and triumph reveals
how sport should never be divorced from politics or society's values.
MA 29906
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LA BOLLA OLIMPICA: ILLUSIONI, SPECULAZIONI E
INTERESSI DIETRO AI CINQUE CERCHI
a cura di Silvio La Corte. Mimesis ed., 2020, 420 p.
Da Messico ’68 con la strage di Piazza delle tre Culture alle morti per
doping, dagli “sfrattati” delle favelas ai “saccheggi” ambientali: in ognuna
delle edizioni della storia recente, la bandiera a cinque cerchi ha lasciato
una scia di povertà e ipocrisia, a Rio come a Londra, ad Atene come a
Torino. Ma i cittadini reagiscono: dalle Olimpiadi di Denver ’72 in avanti,
tantissimi referendum hanno respinto i tentativi di candidatura forzata
promossi da sindaci e governatori. Homeless, movimenti ambientalisti,
giovani e imprenditori lungimiranti insieme hanno saputo modificare
scelte che sembravano irreversibili. Attraverso una ventina di contributi
qualificati e diverse interviste, Silvio La Corte restituisce la voce a coloro
che si sono opposti a questa corsa sfrenata senza vincitori, ma solo con
vinti.
MA 29910

Book

SPO RT, GLO BALISATION AND IDENTITY: NEW
PERSPECTIVES O N REGIONS AND NATIONS
ed. by Jim O'Brien... [et al.]. Routledge, 2021, 232 p.
Sport can be a vehicle for the expression of identity, and also a factor in
the shaping of identity. This book explores the complex interrelationships
between nations, regions and states in the landscape of contemporary
international sport, with a particular focus on identity. Exploring important
themes such as the geopolitics of sports events, contested identities,
and ownership of sport and its impact on sporting cultures, the book
presents contemporary and historical cases from around the world,
including football in a divided Ireland; sport and the anti-Apartheid
movement; Chinese sporting nationalism and soft power; and the role of
sport media in the shaping of Catalan identity. This is an important
resource for students and researchers working in sports studies, sports
journalism, sports management studies, sports marketing, football
studies, sport and identity studies, sociology of sport studies, and cultural
studies.
MA 29916
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10.6 SOCIOLOGY | SOCIOLOGIE

Book

SPO RT, MIGRATION, AND G ENDER IN THE
NEOLIBERAL AG E
ed. by Niko Besnier... [et al.]. Routledge, 447 p.
This ethnographic collection explores how neoliberalism has permeated
the bodies, subjectivities, and gender of youth around the world as
global sport industries have expanded their reach into marginal areas,
luring young athletes with the dream of pursuing athletic careers in
professional leagues of the Global North.
MA 29856

MAPPING STUDY ON THE INTERGENERATIONAL
DIMENSION OF SPORT: FINAL REPORT TO THE
EURO PEAN COMMISSION
ECORYS. Publications Office of the European Union, 2020, 106
p.
The Directorate-General for Education, Youth, Sport and Culture (DG
EAC) of the European Commission commissioned Ecorys in June 2020
to undertake a mapping review of projects and programmes fostering the
intergenerational dimension of sport across the EU-27. The key objective
of this small-scale research study has been to collect knowledge on the
intergenerational dimension of sport and identify good practice initiatives
in this area. The study also aims to develop knowledge on the main
benefits, barriers and facilitators to the intergenerational dimension of
sport. Finally, this study also considers the role of families in promoting
participation and encouraging intergenerational transfer.

READ MORE

Book

SPO RT IM KO NTEXT VON INTERNATIONALER
ZUSAMMENARBEIT UND ENTWICKLUNG:
PERSPEKTIVEN UND HERAUSFORDERUNG EN IM
SPANNUNG SFELD VO N WISSENSCHAFT, POLITIK
UND PRAXIS
Karen Petry [Hrsg.] Barbara Budrich, 2020, 230 p.
Im Kontext der zunehmenden gesellschaftlichen Internationalisierung
werden Sport und Bewegung einerseits als Integrationsfaktor immer
wichtiger. Andererseits verstärken sich die sportbezogenen Ansätze in
der deutschen Entwicklungszusammenarbeit. Das Buch thematisiert den
Beitrag des Sports als Lernfeld für interkulturelle Kompetenzen und
skizziert die entwicklungspolitischen Ansätze aus der Perspektive
verschiedener deutscher Akteure wie Sportverbänden und
Nichtregierungsorganisationen.
MA 29872
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10.7 YOUTH AND EDUCATION | JEUNESSE ET ÉDUCATION

Article

IDENTIFYING THE FIELD OF OLYMPIC EDUCATION:
A META-NARRATIVE REVIEW

Bora Hwang, Ian Henry. In: European sport management
quarterly, Ahead of print, 11 March 2021, pp. 1-25.
In the literature, discussions of the concept and operationalisation of
Olympic education are relatively imprecise. This study employs an
innovative, meta-narrative review approach to identify how key issues
are differentially conceptualised across different research traditions and
methodologies, thus contributing to the development of normative and
heuristic accounts of Olympic education policies and practices.

READ MORE
SPO RT VALUES IN EVERY CLASSROOM :
TEACHING RESPECT, EQUITY AND INCLUSION TO
8-12 YEAR-OLD STUDENTS
Olympic Foundation for Culture and Heritage, UNESCO, 2019.
Le CIO via la Fondation Olympique pour la Culture et le Patrimoine, en
collaboration avec cinq partenaires internationaux dont l'UNESCO et
l'Agence mondiale antidopage, a lancé la boîte à outils "Les valeurs du
sport dans chaque classe", une ressource gratuite visant à aider à
enseigner le respect, l'équité et l'inclusion aux élèves âgés de 8 à 12 ans
dans le monde entier, tout en encourageant le développement de jeunes
gens en bonne santé grâce à des activités en classe basées sur le
mouvement. Ce kit d'outils pluridisciplinaires peut être utilisé par les
enseignants de toutes les matières et par les entraîneurs ou les
éducateurs, c'est-à-dire par toute personne ayant un lien avec la
jeunesse, afin de contribuer à inculquer et à renforcer les valeurs du
sport et le développement de la citoyenneté mondiale.

EXISTS ALSO IN FRENCH AND SPANISH VERSION.
READ MORE

Book

L'ENTRAÎNEUR ET L'ENFANT : LES ABUS SEXUELS
DANS LE SPORT
Pierre-Emmanuel Luneau-Daurignac. Ed. du Seuil, 2021, 323 p.
Un sportif sur sept est victime de violence sexuelle avant ses 18 ans. Si
l’on applique cette proportion à tous les mineurs pratiquant un sport
dans le monde, le résultat donne le vertige. Depuis 2008, PierreEmmanuel Luneau-Daurignac essaie de comprendre les racines de ce
phénomène mondial et recueille des dizaines et des dizaines récits sur
toute la planète. Sa conclusion prend à rebours les discours officiels :
même si l’on pouvait faire disparaître d’un coup de baguette magique
tous les pédophiles qui hantent le milieu du sport, tôt ou tard, les
agressions recommenceraient.
MA 29907
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